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Introduction 
 

(This course material was adapted with minor adjustments to suit 

NOUN style from Miracle Ajah. Old Testament Hebrew, An 

Introductory Grammar with Progressive Exercises in Reading and 

Writing, Books 1 & 2. Aba: Reinoma Services, 2011). 

 

CRS 313: Hebrew Grammar is a one-semester 3 credit unit course. It 

will be available toward the award of the undergraduate degree in 

Christian Religious Studies. The course is also suitable for anybody 

who is interested in Biblical Studies, and other studies in theology. 

 

This course will consist of 21 units and it will show why the study of 

biblical Hebrew is important for biblical interpretation. The elements of 

Hebrew grammar, namely: alphabet, particles, vowels, syllables, 

definite articles, prepositions, conjunctions, nouns, adjectives, pronoun 

and verbs will be studied. 

The Course Guide tells you briefly what the course is about, what you 

are expected to know in each unit, what course materials you will be 

using and how you can work your way through the materials. It also 

emphasizes the need for Tutor-Marked Assignments (TMAs). Detailed 

information on TMAs is found in a separate file, which will be sent 

to you later. There are periodic tutorial classes that are linked to this 

course. 

 

What you will learn in this course 

 

The overall aim of this course (CRS313: Hebrew Grammar) is to equip 

you with the basic skills and working knowledge of Hebrew 

Grammar, which will aid you in translating the Hebrew Bible, thereby 

developing an informed interpretation of biblical texts without undue 

reliance on secondary texts or versions. 

 

Course Aims 

This course aims at: 

Introducing you to the importance of Hebrew Grammar in Biblical 

studies. 

Helping you to identify Hebrew letters, learning how to write and 

pronounce them. 

Giving you tips on how to learn Hebrew vocabularies. 

Showing you how to use the Hebrew Dictionary (lexicon) for 

translation of biblical texts. 

Providing enough visio aids, audio, practice grids for effective 

learning of Hebrew Grammar. 

Helping you to develop a working knowledge of Hebrew Grammar 

that will prepare you for further studies in biblical interpretation. 
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Course Objectives 

To achieve the above course aims, there are set objectives for each 

study unit, which are always included at the beginning. The student 

should read them before working through the unit. Furthermore, the 

student is encouraged to refer to the objectives of each unit 

intermittently as the study of the unit progresses. This practice would 

promote both learning and retention of what is learned. 

 

Stated below are the wider objectives of this course as a whole. By 

meeting these objectives, you should have achieved the aims of the 

course as a whole. 

On successful completion of the course, you should be able to: 

• Discuss the importance of Hebrew Grammar in Biblical studies. 

• Identify Hebrew letters, also knowing how to write and 

pronounce them. 

• Learn many Hebrew vocabularies. 

• Know how to use the Hebrew Dictionary (lexicon) in the 

translation of biblical texts. 

• Lead a tutorial of Hebrew Grammar to other beginners. 

• Pursue further studies in biblical interpretation. 

 

Working through this Course 

To complete this course, you are required to read the study units, 

practice the writing grids and study other materials provided by 

National Open University of Nigeria (NOUN). Each unit contains self-

assessment exercises, and at points during the course you are required to 

submit assignments for assessment purposes. At the end of this course 

there is a final examination. Below you will find listed all the 

components of the course and what you have to do. 

 

Course Materials 

Major components of the course are: 

1.  Course Guide 

2.  Study Units 

3.  Textbooks 

4.  Visio Aids, Audio and Practice Grids 

5.  Assignments File 

6.  Presentation Schedule 

 

In addition, you must obtain the materials. You may contact your 

tutor if you have problems in obtaining the text materials. 
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Study Units 

There are 21 study units divided in three modules in this course, as 

follows: 
 

Module 1 

Unit 1             Why Study Biblical Hebrew?  

Unit 2             Hebrew Consonants (Aleph-Bet)  

Unit 3             Transliteration 

Unit 4             Vowel Signs 

Unit 5             Half-Vowel Signs (sheva ְא) 
Unit 6             Syllables 

Unit 7             Particlesְto Note 
 

Module 2 

Unit 8             The Definite Article 

Unit 9             Prepositions and Vav Conjunction  

Unit 10           Nouns: General Characteristics  

Unit 11           Adjective 

Unit 12           The Pronoun 

Unit 13           Verbs: General Characteristics 

Unit 14           The Qal Perfect Inflection (Regular Verbs) 
 

Module 3 

Unit 15           How to Use the Hebrew Lexicon 

Unit 16        The Qal Imperfect Inflection (Regular Verbs)  

Unit 17           Perfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 

Unit 18           Imperfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 

Unit 19            Pronominal Suffixes 

Unit 20           Imperatives 

Unit 21           Vav Consecutive 
 

Each unit contains a number of self-tests. In general, these self-tests 

question you on the material you have just covered or require you 

to apply it in some ways and, thereby, help you to gauge your 

progress and to reinforce your understanding of the material. Together 

with Tutor Marked Assignments, these exercises will assist you in 

achieving the stated learning objectives of the individual units and of the 

course. 

 

Textbooks and References 

The student is encouraged to buy the under-listed books, and Visio-Aids 

recommended for this course and for future use. 

 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 

(Book I and II). Aba: Reinoma Services. 

 

Allen Ross 2001. Introducing Biblical Hebrew. Grand Rapids: Baker 

Brown, F, Driver, S. R, Briggs, C. A 1996. Hebrew and English 
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Lexicon. Stuttgart: Hendrikson Pub 

Ebo, D. J. I 1993. Elementary Hebrew. Enugu: Rabboni Nigeria Ltd. 

Eliger, K & Rudolp, W 1976. Biblia Hebraica Stutgartensia. Stuttgart: 

Deutsche Bibelstiftung. 

 

Kelly, P. H 1992. Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar. Grand 

Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 

 

Weingreen, J 1959. A Practical Grammar for Classical Hebrew. USA: 

Oxford University Press. 

 

Online Helps 

1.        Learn Hebrew online free (http:\\ www.Hebrew4Christians.com) 

2.        English to Hebrew Translator 

 (www.star21.com/Translator/english_to_hebrew.html) 

3.        My Hebrew Dictionary (www.dictionary.co.il/) 

4. English to Hebrew Translation 

(http:\\translation.babylon.com/English/to- hebrew) 

5.        Why Study Old Testament Hebrew? (www.Torahclass.com) 

6. Vocabulary – Audio  

 (fellowshipbibleannarbor.org/cms/mattpostiffBlog/63/95/Eleme

ntary-Hebrew- Grammar-Audio) 

7.        But why study Hebrew? (www.studylight.org/lex/heb) 

8. The value of Old Testament Study 

(www.christiancourier.com/articles/1217-the-value-of-old-

testament-study) 
 

Hebrew Visio-Aids and Audio 

The underlisted Visio-Aids and Audio will enhance effective learning of 

Biblical Hebrew Grammar 

1.   Hebraica T-Shirts 

2.   Aleph-Bet Calendar 

3.   Audio for Alphabet and Vocabulary 

 

For Details Contact: DEPARTMENT OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES, 

FACULTY OF ARTS, NOUN. 

 

Assignments File 

In this file, you will find all the details of the work you must submit to 

your tutor for marking. The marks you obtain from these assignments 

will count towards the final mark you obtain for this course. Further 

information on assignments will be found in the Assignment File itself 

and later in this Course Guide in the section on assessment. 

 

 

 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
http://(www.star21.com/Translator/english_to_hebrew.html)
http://www.dictionary.co.il/
http://www.torahclass.com/
http://www.studylight.org/lex/heb
http://www.christiancourier.com/articles/1217-the
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Presentation Schedule 

The Presentation Schedule included in your course materials gives you 

the important dates for the completion of tutor marked assignments and 

attending tutorials. Remember, you are required to submit all your 

assignments by the due date. You should guard against lagging behind 

in your work. 

 

Assessment 

There are two aspects to the assessment of the course. First are the tutor 

marked assignments; second, there is a written examination. In tackling 

the assignments, you are expected to apply information and knowledge 

acquired during this course. The assignments must be submitted to your 

tutor for formal assessment in accordance with the deadlines stated in 

the Assignment File. The work you submit to your tutor for assessment 

will count for 30% of your total course mark. 

At the end of the course, you will need to sit for a final three-hour 

examination. This will also count for 70% of your total course mark. 

 

Tutor Marked Assignments (TMAS) 

There are twenty-one tutor marked assignments in this course. You 

need to submit all the assignments. The best five (i.e. the highest five 

of the twenty-one marks) will be counted. The total marks for the best 

four (5) assignments will be 30% of your total course mark. 

 

Assignment questions for the units in this course are contained in the 

Assignment File. You should be able to complete your assignments 

from the information and materials contained in your set textbooks, 

reading and study units. However, you are advised to use other 

references to broaden your viewpoint and provide a deeper 

understanding of the subject. 

 

When you have completed each assignment, send it together with form 

to your tutor. Make sure that each assignment reaches your tutor on or 

before the deadline given. If, however, you cannot complete your work 

on time, contact your tutor before the assignment is done to discuss the 

possibility of an extension. 

 

Final Examination and Grading 

The examination will consist of questions which reflect the type of self-

testing, practice exercises and tutor–marked problems you have come 

across. All areas of the course will be assessed. 

You are advised to revise the entire course after studying the last unit 

before you sit for the examination. You will find it useful to review 

your tutor-marked assignments and the comments of your tutor on them 

before the final examination. 
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Course Marking Scheme 

This table shows how the actual course marking is broken down. 
 
 

Assessment 

 

Marks 

 

Assignment 1-21 

 

Best five marks of the twenty-one 

assignments count   at   30%   of   course 

marks 

 

Final Examination 

 

70% of overall course marks 

 

Total 

 

100% of course marks 

 

Table 1: Course Marking Scheme 

Course Overview 

This table brings together the units, the number of weeks you should 

take to complete them, and the assignments that follow them. 
 

Unit Title of work Week‟sְ 

Activity 

Assessment 

(end of unit) 

 Course Guide   

1. Why Study Biblical Hebrew? 1. Assignment 1 

2. Hebrew Consonants (Aleph-Bet) 2. Assignment 2 

3. Transliteration 3. Assignment 3 

4. Vowel Signs 4. Assignment 4 

5. Half-Vowel Signs (sheva ְא) 5. Assignment 5 

6. Syllables 6. Assignment 6 

7. Particlesְto Note 7. Assignment 7 

8. The Definite Article 8. Assignment 8 

9. Prepositions and Vav Conjunction 9. Assignment 9 

10. Nouns: General Characteristics 10. Assignment 10 

11. Adjective 11. Assignment 11 
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12. The Pronoun 12. Assignment 12 

13. Verbs: General Characteristics 13. Assignment 13 

14. The Qal Perfect Inflection (Regular Verbs) 14. Assignment 14 

15. How to Use the Hebrew Lexicon 15. Assignment 15 

16. The Qal Imperfect Inflection (Regular Verbs) 16. Assignment 16 

17. Perfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 17. Assignment 17 

18. Imperfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 18. Assignment 18 

19. Pronominal Suffixes 19. Assignment 19 

20. Imperatives 20. Assignment 20 

21. Vav Consecutive 21. Assignment 21 

 REVISION 16  

 EXAMINATION 17  

 TOTAL 17 

Weeks 

 

 

Table 2: Course Overview 

 

How to get the best from this course 

In distance learning the study units replace the university lecturer. This 

is one of the great advantages of distance learning; you can read and 

work through specially” designed study materials at your own pace, and 

at a time and place that suit you best. Think of it as reading the lecture 

instead of listening to a lecturer. In the same way that a lecturer might 

set you some reading to do, the study units tell you when to read your 

set books or other material. Just as a lecturer might give you an in-class 

exercise, your study units provide exercises for you to do at appropriate 

points. 

 

Each of the study units follows a common format. The first item is an 

introduction to the subject matter of the unit and how a particular unit is 

integrated with the other units and the course as a whole. Next is a set of 

learning objectives. These objectives enable you know what you should 

be able to do by the time you have completed the unit. You should use 

these objectives to guide your study. When you have finished the units 

you must go back and check whether you have achieved the objectives. 
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If you make a habit of doing this you will significantly improve your 

chances of passing the course. 

The main body of the unit guides you through the required reading from 

other sources. This will usually be either from your set books or from a 

Reading section. Remember that your tutor‟s job is to assist you. When 

you need help, don‟t hesitate to call and ask your tutor to provide it. 

1.   Read this Course Guide thoroughly. 

2.   Organize a study schedule. Refer to the „Course overview‟ for 

more details. 

 

Note the time you are expected to spend on each unit and how the 

assignments relate to the units. Whatever method you chose to use, you 

should decide on it and write in your own dates for working on each 

unit. 

3.   Once you have created your own study schedule, do everything 

you can to stick to it. The major reason that students fail is that 

they lag behind in their course work. 

4.   Turn to Unit 1 and read the introduction and the objectives for the 

unit. 

5.   Assemble the study materials. Information about what you need 

for a unit is given in the „Overview‟ at the beginning of each 

unit. You will almost always need both the study unit you are 

working on and one of your set books on your desk at the same 

time. 

6.   Work through the unit. The content of the unit itself has 

been arranged to provide a sequence for you to follow. As you 

work through the unit you will be instructed to read sections 

from your set books or other articles. Use the unit to guide your 

reading. 

7.   Review the objectives for each study unit to confirm that you 

have achieved them. If you feel unsure about any of the 

objectives, review the study material or consult your tutor. 

8.   When you are confident that you have achieved a unit‟s 

objectives, you can then start on the next unit. Proceed unit by 

unit through the course and try to pace your study so that you 

keep yourself on schedule. 

9.   When you have submitted an assignment to your tutor for 

marking, do not wait for its return before starting on the next 

unit. Keep to your schedule. When the assignment is returned, 

pay particular attention to your tutor‟s comments, both on  the  

tutor-marked assignment form  and  also  written  on  the  

assignment. Consult your tutor as soon as possible if you have 

any questions or problems. 

10.  After completing the last unit, review the course and prepare 

yourself for the final examination. Check that you have achieved the 

unit objectives (listed at the beginning of each unit) and the course 
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objectives (listed in this Course Guide). 

 

Tutors and Tutorials 

There are 8 hours of tutorials provided in support of this course. You 

will be notified of the dates, times and location of these tutorials, 

together with the name and phone number of your tutor, as soon as you 

are allocated a tutorial group. 

 

Your tutor will mark and comment on your assignments, keep a close 

watch on your progress and on any difficulties you might encounter and 

provide assistance to you during the course. You must mail your tutor-

marked assignments to your tutor well before the due date (at least two 

working days are required). They will be marked by your tutor and 

returned to you as soon as possible. 

 

Do not hesitate to contact your tutor by telephone, e-mail, or discussion 

board if you need help. The following might be circumstances in 

which  you would find help necessary. Contact your tutor if: 

        you do not understand any part of the study units or the assigned 

readings, 

        you have difficulty with the self-tests or exercises, 

        You have a question or problem with an assignment, with your 

tutor’s 

comments on an assignment or with the grading of an assignment. 

You should try your best to attend the tutorials. This is the only chance 

to have face to face contact with your tutor and to ask questions which 

are answered instantly. You can raise any problem encountered in the 

course of your study. To gain the maximum benefit from course 

tutorials, prepare a question list before attending them. You will learn a 

lot from participating in discussions actively. 

 

Summary 

CRS313 intends to help you have a working knowledge of biblical 

Hebrew to assist you in the work of translating and interpreting biblical 

texts. Upon completing this course, you will be able to answer questions 

such as: 

• Why is the study of Biblical Hebrew necessary? 

• How many letters are in Hebrew Alphabet? 

• What is the role of Vowel signs in Hebrew Grammar? 

• Why are there no upper cases in Hebrew letters? 

• How does one use Hebrew Lexicon to locate and define Hebrew 

words? 

• What is the best approach in learning Hebrew vocabulary? 

• What is the difference between the Tenses in English 

language and Hebrew Grammar? 
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• What is the meaning of the Inflection of Hebrew verbs? 

• What is the role of visio-aids, audio and practice grids in 

mastering Hebrew Grammar? 

 

Of course, the questions you will be able to answer are not limited to 

the above list. This couse manual is simplified for easy comprehension. 

You will find it interesting, and you will desire advance studies in 

it. CRS313 is a prerequisite for a further learning of Hebrew Syntax 

in CRS316. Pay attention to this course, and you will enjoy it; I assure 

you. 
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MODULE 1 

 
Unit 1      Why Study Biblical Hebrew?  

Unit 2      Hebrew Consonants (Aleph-Bet)  

Unit 3      Transliteration 

Unit 4      Vowel Signs 

Unit 5      Half Vowel Signs (Sheva) Unit 6     Syllables 

Unit 7      Particles to note 
 

UNIT 1     WHY STUDY BIBLICAL HEBREW? 
 

CONTENT 
 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

 3.1      Why Study Biblical Hebrew? 

 3.2      Some Tips in Mastering Hebrew Grammar 

 3.3      The Future of Biblical Scholarship in Africa 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

7.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

 

Hebrew is the original language of the Old Testament. Every other 

version of the Old Testament you see today is an offshoot or a 

translation from the original language. For one to work with the original 

manuscript of the Bible and make a meaningful interpretation of the 

texts, one  needs to  have a  good working knowledge of  the 

language of the original manuscript, which was Hebrew. This Unit 1 

sets off the study of the Hebrew Grammar by showing the reasons for 

the study of Biblical Hebrew, and why it is relevant to comtemporary 

biblical scholarship. Subsequently, the elements of Hebrew Grammar 

are studied from Units 2 to 21, grouped under three modules. 

 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 Discuss the importance of studying Hebrew Grammar in 

contemporary biblical scholarship. 

 Appreciate the role of language and culture in understanding 

the history of a people. 

        Access different tips in mastering biblical Hebrew. 

 Analyze the relationship between studying Hebrew Grammar 

and the future of biblical scholarship in Africa. 
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3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1 Why Study Biblical Hebrew? 

 

A good knowledge of Hebrew, which was the original language of the 

Old Testament, will facilitate a better translation and interpretation of 

its message. The Old Testament was written by Hebrews centuries 

before the birth of Christ, whose culture and lifestyle were different 

from our own. A people‟s language is much related to their culture, 

without an understanding of the Hebrew culture we cannot fully 

understand their language. To cross this cultural bridge, those who 

impart knowledge to others need to understand the ancient Hebrew 

culture, lifestyle and language. Our focus in this course is to obtain a 

working knowledge of the Hebrew grammar, which is one step to 

grasping the soul of the Old Testament. 

 

Even Martin Luther recognized the importance of Hebrew when he 

said, “If I were younger, I would want to learn this language, because 

no one can really understand the scriptures without it” (www. 

Familybible.org/articles/messianic/whystudyhebrew.htm – 27/06/2011). 

On the basis of this, pastors, priests, theological students and scholars 

are encouraged to get proficiency in the language in order to 

communicate the message of the scripture effectively. In fact, one 

cannot major in Old Testament or New Testament studies without 

exhibiting a good working knowledge of the biblical languages. 

 

Hebrew is the language of modern Israel, one of the world‟s fastest-

growing high-tech economies and a country of constant importance on 

world stage. If you are interested in research on the Middle East or in 

working there, knowledge of Hebrew is invaluable. 

 

The Lord Jesus knew Hebrew (Matt. 5:18, Luk 4:16-20, Acts 26:14). 

Hebrew is the foundation of the New Testament: in fact all of the 

original authors of the New Testament were Jews who spoke and read 

Hebrew (Acts 21:40; 22:2; John 5:2; Luke 23:28; Acts 15:13-21). 

Studying Hebrew will give you new insight into the meaning of the New 

Testament writings (www.hebrew4christians.com/grammar - 

27/06/2011). 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/grammar
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3.2  Some Tips in Mastering Hebrew Grammar 

This study manual is divided into 21  units,  which  concentrate  on  

introductory grammar with progressive exercises in reading and 

writing. Every unit contains the Unit Exercises; Practice Grid or 

Vocabulary. The student is encouraged to follow the outline of study 

presented in the units sequentially, in order to promote learning. Other 

useful tips that will promote learning of Hebrew Grammar is to 

maintain constancy in learning (not necessarily spending long hours, 

but a daily practice is recommended); study and practice with unit 

exercises, which will facilitate acquaintance to the lessons studied; 

regular writing practice with the grids provided is highly encouraged; 

and the vocabularies were provided for memorizing. Students are 

encouraged to make an improvised  vocabulary  cards  they  can  carry  

about  for  casual  references.  Online sources with visual aids and 

audio are recommended in some units. The student will find these 

resources helpful in studying Hebrew. 

 

3.3 The Future of Biblical Scholarship in Africa 

To a great extent, biblical study in Africa is still reliant on secondary 

materials because of its continuous dependence on translated versions 

of the scripture. The great contributions  of  bible  translators  

notwithstanding, undue  reliance  on  a  translated version could 

tantamount into building a castle on a faulty foundation. In one Nigerian 

Church, one zealous youth was interpreting in Igbo for his minister who 

was preaching in English. The minister said, “Who will bell the cat 

in Nigeria?” and the zealous youth interpreted, “Onye ga-atopu 

nwamba n’ulo mkporo na Nigeria?”- {who will bail the cat from 

prison in Nigeria?} Definitely, many simple minds may not have 

understood what transpired in that translation. But it was certain that 

the interpreter deviated from what the preacher intended to 

communicate. 

 

Relying on a secondary text for biblical interpretation is like building a 

tower on an unknown foundation. Whether or not the foundation suits 

the tower is left to fate or luck. A number of reasons contributed to the 

lack of interest in the Hebrew Grammar in many Universities and 

Theological Seminaries in Africa. Some of the reasons being that 

available textbooks in Hebrew Grammar were not simplified enough to 

suit the African context, and stimulate a deep rooted interest among 

the students. Another being that Hebrew Textbooks were not readily 

available in bookshops and School Libraries. Even when a few of them 

were ordered or procured from far away places, it did not usher in the 

needed enthusiasm expected from the students. This outcome was 

obvious because some of the books were very expensive; and even 

when you own a copy, it was usually difficult to make a private study 

with them. 
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This study manual is an attempt to provide a simplified and a 

contextualized Hebrew textbook for the African context. Though it 

may not eradicate the fear some students have for Hebrew Grammar; 

it has been structured and simplified for either a private study, or 

learning in a classroom setting. 

 

4.0    CONCLUSION 

This unit discussed why the study of  Hebrew Grammar is  

necessary for biblical scholarship. It presented regular study in 

progressive writing and reading as a way of mastering  it.  Also,  it  

argued  that  the  future  of  biblical  scholarship  in  Africa  is 

dependent on the type of attidute adopted towards Hebrew grammar. 

 

5.0    SUMMARY 

In this unit, you have learnt that understanding biblical Hebrew 

Grammar will equip you for a strong bible translation and 

interpretation. Next unit will present the Hebrew Alphabet. 

 

6.0    TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

 
        Give five reasons why we should study Hebrew Grammar today. 

       How is Hebrew Grammar relevant to biblical scholarship in 

Africa? 

 

7.0    REFERENCES/FURTHER READING 

 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 

(Book I and II). Aba: Reinoma Services. 

 

Allen Ross 2001. Introducing Biblical Hebrew. Grand Rapids: Baker 

Kelly, P. H 1992. Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar. Grand 

Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 

 

Learn Hebrew online free (http:\\ www.Hebrew4Christians.com) 

English to Hebrew Translation 

(http:\\translation.babylon.com/English/to-hebrew) Why Study Old 

Testament Hebrew? (www.Torahclass.com) 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
http://www.torahclass.com/
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UNIT 2       HEBREW CONSONANTS (ALEPH-BET) 
 

CONTENT 
 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1     The Alphabet 

3.2     Final forms 

3.3     Similar letters 

3.4     Guttural Letters 

3.5      Begadkefat 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

7.0      Alphabet Practice Grid 

8.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

 

The Hebrew Alphabet consists of 22 letters, which are all consonants, 

unlike the English Alphabet which has both the consonants and vowels 

in the standard letters. In English Language, vocalization is impossible 

without the vowel. A tradition of pronunciation of Hebrew consonants 

was in vogue before the vowel marks were developed to assist the 

younger generations. Scholars believe that the Tiberian scribes added 

the vowel marks in order to retain the memory of original vocalization. 

There is no distinction of capitals (upper case or lower case), italics, etc. 

The Hebrew is written from right to left. 

 

2.0      OBJECTIVE 

 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

                  Identify Hebrew Alphabet, read and write them. 

                  Recite the entire Hebrew Alphabet in print. 

 Transliterate (or give the equivalence of) Hebrew letters to  

English letters. 

 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1      The Alphabet 

Listed below are the character sets of Hebrew letters. Observe the 

English word that is associated with each Hebrew letter. It is provided 

to aid your pronunciation of the Hebrew letter. Start studying from right 

to left, from Aleph to Beth, in that order to the end. Observe each one, 

read aloud, and practice writing them, one after another, beginning from 
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Aleph – Bet… Follow the numbering 1, 2, 3, 4… (From right to left). 

Note: the numbering represents the numerical value of each Hebrew 

letter). 
 

 

 ד Hey 4 ה 5
Dalet 

 ג  3
Gimel 

 א Bet 1 ב 2
Aleph 

 

 

 Vav ו Zayin 6 ז Chet 7 ח Tet 8 ט Yod 9 י 10

 

 

 ס  60
Samek 

 מ Nun 40 נ 50
Mem 

 ל  30
Lamed 

 Kaf כ 20

 

 

 ר  200
Resh 

 ק 100
Qof 

 צ 90
Tsade 

 ע  Pey 70 פ 80
Ayin 

 

 

400 300 300 

 ת 
Tav 

 ש 
Shin 

 ת
Sin 
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3.1.1   Self-Assessment Exercise 

                Write the letter Aleph (from right to left) several times 

 
Name Print Pronounced 

 

Aleph א 
 

(silent letter) 

 

 
 א              

               

 

 
               

               

 

                  Write the letter Bet (from right to left) several times 

 
Name Print Pronounced 

 

Bet ב 
 

b as in boy 

 

 
 ב              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                Write the letter Gimel (from right to left) several times 

 
Name Print Pronounced 

 

Gimel ג 
 

g as in girl 

 

 
 ג              
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                  Write the letter Dalet (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Dalet ד 
 

D as in door 

 

 
 ד              

               

 

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Hey (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Hey ה 
 

h as in hey 

 

 
 ה              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Vav (from right to left) several times 
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Name Print Pronounced 

 

Vav  ו 
 

V as in vine 
 

 

 ו               

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Zayin (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Zayin ז 
 

Z as in zoo 
 

 

 ז              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Chet (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Chet  ח 
 

ch as in bach 

 

 
 ח               
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 Write the letter Tet (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Tet ט 
 

T as in time 

 

 

 ט              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Yod (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Yod  י 
 

y as in yes 
 

 

 י               
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                    Write the letter Kaph (from right to left) several times 

 
Name Print Pronounced 

 

Kaph כ 
 

k as in kite 

 

 

 כ              

               

 

 
               

               

 

                  Write the letter Lamed (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Lamed ל 
 

L as in look 

 

 
 ל              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter mem (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

mem מ 
 

m as in mom 

 
 מ              
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                  Write the letter Nun (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced Transliteration 

 

Nun נ 
 

n as in name 
 

N 
 

 

 נ              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Samek (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Samek ס 
 

s as in son 
 

 

 ס              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Ayin (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 
 

Ayin ע 
 

Silent letter 
 

 

 ע              
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                  Write the letter Gimel (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Pey  פ 
 

P as in Peter 
 

 

 פ               

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Tsade (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Tsade צ 
 

ts as in nets 
 

 

 צ              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Qof (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Qof ק 
 

q as in queen 
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                  Write the letter Resh (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Resh ר 
 

r as in rain 
 

 

 ר              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Sin (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Sin ת 
 

S as in sign 
 

 

 ת              
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                  Write the letter Shine (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Shin ש 
 

sh as in shine 
 

 

 ש              

               

 

 

               

               

 

                  Write the letter Tav (from right to left) several times 
 

Name Print Pronounced 

 

Tav  ת 
 

t as in tall 

 

 

 ת               

               

 

 

               

               

 

 

3.2      Final Forms 

Five letters have special forms when they stand at the end of a word. 

All the finals except  ם have a tail coming below the line, and no other 

letter of the alphabet except ק comes below the line. Examples: 
 

Regular Form 
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 צ
Tsade 

 פ
Pey 

 נ
Nun 

 מ
Mem 

 כ
Kaf 

 

Final Forms (sofit) 
 

 Tsade ץ

sofit 

 Pey ף

sofit 

 Nun ן

sofit 

 Mem ם

sofit 

 Kaf ך

sofit 

 

3.3      Similar Letters 

Certain letters, very similar in forms, are to be carefully 

distinguished. Examples: 

 ג נ      ב כ           צ ע 
Gimel    Nun       Beth    Kaf                     Tsade    Ayin 

 ו    ן    ז      ך  ד  ר     ם ס 
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Vav      Nun sofit 
Zayin       Kaf sofit 
Dalet Resh      Mem sofit 
Samek 
 

 ה   ח  ת    ש ת           ץ ף 
Hey      Chet     Tav        Shin    Sin                      Tsade sofit 
Pey sofit 
 
3.4      Guttural Letters 

Five of the lettersְ are classified as gutturals, because of their having 

originally been pronounced in the throat. The student is asked to note 

the guttural letters because special rules follow in their usage. This will 

be studied in full later. They are: 
 

 

 ר
Resh 

 ע
Ayin 

 ח
Chet 

 ה
Hey 

 א
Aleph 

 

 

3.5      BeGaDKeFaT 

There are six letters with double pronunciation. They may either 

appear with or without a dot placed in them. When any of them begins 

a word or a syllable, it will appear with a dot which hardens the 

pronunciation. The dot is referred to as a dagesh 

 

 

lene  in  Hebrew.  The  acronym for  remembering the  six  letters  is  

BeGaDKeFaT. Examples: 
 

 ת 
Tav 

 ּפ
Pey 

 ּכ
Kaf 

 ּד
Dalet 

 ּג
Gimel 

 ּב
Bet 

 

Without a dot, their pronunciation is soft. The change in sound is 

particularly noticed 

in three letters, ב  :Examples .פ, ְכ,ְ
 

 

Book 
Print 

 

Name 
 

Pronounced 

 ּב

 ב

 

Bet 
Vet 

 

b as in a boy 
v as in vine 
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 ּכ

 כ

 

Kaf 
Khaf 

 

k as in kite 
ch as in bach 

 ּפ 

 פ 

 

Pey 
Fey 

 

p as in park 
ph as in phone 

 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit discussed how you can master the Hebrew Alphabet. Without 

practice, it is impossible for anyone to just master them by memorizing. 

The student should practice writing the Hebrew letters with the practice 

grids given above and below. The alphabet should be read aloud as you 

write them. 

 

Note: Contact your Tutor (or the Religious Department at the 

Headquarter NOUN) for the Hebraica T- Shirt and Calendar for learning 

the Alphabet. Also, you can follow this link to listen to an Audio 

version of the Hebrew Alphabet: 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Aleph-
Bet/aleph-bet.html 
 

 
5.0      SUMMARY 

The student should master the following materials encountered in 

thisְunit: 
 

 א ב ג ד  ה  ו ז ח ט י כ  ל
 

Letter 

 כ  
 ּב ּג ד       

 
 

Begadkefat 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Aleph-Bet/aleph-bet.html
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Aleph-Bet/aleph-bet.html
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 ך 
          

 

Sofit 

 ח    
 ה   

 א   
 

Gutturals 

 

 

 מ נ ס ע פ צ ק  ר  ת ש ת 
 

Letter 

 ת 
 ּפ     

    
 

Begadkefat 

 ף ץ     
 ם ן  

 

Sofit 

 ר    
 ע   

   
 

Gutturals 

 

6.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

 

1)   Write out the Hebrew Alphabet from the right to the left 

margin of your exercise book using the Practice Grid below: 

 … א דגבהוז טח   
2)   Identify the words that have BeGaD KeFaT letters from the 

following: 
 

וּד ד    .2 תיּב    .1 תנ ן    .3  מת ר    .4   

חל ם    .8 דּג   .7 ןבל    .6 לחר    .5  

3)   Locate and identify all the final forms of letters in (3) above. 

4)   What do the letters in each of the following groups have in 

common? 

םך ן ץף     .3 הא     חער     .2 כדגב      פ ת     .1  
 

 

 

7.0      ALEPH-BET PRACTICE GRID 
 

 א               

 ב               

 ג               

 ד                

 ה                
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 ו               

 ז               

 ח               

 ט               

 י               

 כ                

 ל               

 מ               

 נ               

 ס               

 ע               

 פ               

 צ               

 ק                

 ר                

 ת               

 ש               

 ת                
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UNIT 3       TRANSLITERATION 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 

Transliteration is a process of finding the equivalent letters in a 

language from another language. The student should practice the 

English equivalent of the Hebrew Alphabet. Whereas Hebrew is written 

from right to left, when transliteration is done in English, the English 

letters should be written from left to right. This unit will present 

the English equivalents of Hebrew Alphabet, and a full chart of Hebrew 

Aleph-bet transliterated. 

 

2.0  OBJECTIVES 

 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Identify the Hebrew Alphabet with their English equivalents. 

       Read Hebrew letters with the help of transliteration. 
 

3.0  MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1  The Hebrew Alphabet and their English Equivalents 

 

The chart below is the list of Hebrew Alphabet and their English 

equivalents. 
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 א ב ג ד  ו ז ח ט י כ  ל
 

Hebrew 
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l 
 

k 
 

y 
 

t 
 

ch 
 

z 
 

v 
 

d 
 

g 
 

b 
 

‟ 
 

English 

 

 

 מ נ ס ע פ צ ק  ר  ת ש ת 
 

Hebrew 
 

t 
 

sh 
 

ś 
 

r 
 

Q 
 

ts 
 

p 
 

‘ 
 

s 
 

n 
 

m 
 

English 

 

 

3.2 How Transliteration is done 

Hebrew is written from right to left, but when transliteration is done 

in English, the 

English letters are written from left to right. Example: 
 

Hebrew 

 ב ג ד 

Dalet Gimel bet 
 

English 

 

B                    g                    d 
3.3 Full Chart of Aleph-Bet Transliterated 
 

Name Letter Transliteration Pronounciation 
Aleph א 

‟ (or none) Silent letter 

Bet ּב 

 ב

b 

v 
B as in boy 

V as in vine 

Gimel ּג 

 ג

g G as in girl 

Dalet ּד 

 ד

d D as in door 

Hey ה 
h H as in hay 

Vav ו 
v V as in vine 

Zayin ז 
z Z as in zebra 

Chet  ח 
ch (or ḥ) Ch as in bach 

Tet ט 
t (or ṭ) T as in time 

Yod י 
y Y as in yes 

Kaf ּכ 

 כ ך 

k 

kh 
K as in kite 

Ch as in batch 

Sofit form 
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Lamed ל 
L L as in look 

Mem מ 

 ם

M M as in mom 

Sofit form 

Nun נ 

 ן

N N as in now 

Sofit form 

Samekh ס 
S S as in son 

Ayin ע 
„ (or none) Silent letter 

Pey ּפ 

 פ ף

P 

ph (or f) 
P as in park 

Ph as in phone 

Sofit form 

Tsade צ 

 ץ

ts (ṣ) Ts as in nuts 

Sofit form 

Qof ק 
Q Q as in queen 

Resh ר 
R R as in rain 

Sin ת 
s (or ś) S as in sin 

Shin ש 
sh (or š) Sh as in shy 

Tav ת 
T T as in tall 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

This unit has shown that transliteration is a means of findING an 

equivalent letter for Hebrew letters from English language to remind 

one how the letter is pronounced. Hebrew is written from right to left, 

but when transliteration is done, English letter is written from left to 

right. 

 

5.0  SUMMARY 

 

This Unit presented transliteration for Hebrew Consonants. Further 

discussions for vowels and half vowels will done in subsequent units. 

 

6.0  SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 Write   out   and   memorize the   Hebrew Alphabet with their   

English equivalents. 
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7.0  TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

 

1)  Transliterate the following Hebrew letters to English: 
 

רי ד    .3 רבד   .2 רכב    .1 רי ן    .4   

בו ז    .6 בכג   .5 חה ש ך   .8 טצע    .7   

צק ף    .9 כ פ י ם  .10  ימ ם  .11  תאה  .12   

2)  Transliterate the following English letters to Hebrew: 
 

1.   bh 2.   lm 3.   ml 4.   ’m 

 

5.   šn 

 

6.   lkh 

 

7.   dgh 

 

8.   ‘vff 
 

9.   qvp 

 

10. kf 
 

11. zyn 

 

12. tmm 

 

8.0 PRACTICE GRID 

Write the Hebrew Alphabet with their English Equivalents 
 

            
 

 ג

 

 ב

 

 א

 

Hebrew 

             

g 

 

b 

 

’ 
 

English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 
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English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 

                

English 

                

Hebrew 
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1.0      INTRODUCTION 

 

Vowel letters in a word make pronounciation possible and easy. 

Originally, Hebrew words lacked vowel letters. A tradition of 

pronunciation of Hebrew consonants was in practice before the vowel 

marks were developed by the Tiberian Scholars to assist the younger 

generations. Before the introduction of vowel signs in Hebrew, certain 

weak consonants  ְי וְ  הְ  א  were sometimes used to indicate the vowel 

sounds, and hence were called vowel letters.  ְא and ְה were used to 

indicate “a”, ְי  to indicate “e” and “i” and ְו to indicate “o” and “u” class 

vowels. 

 

Later on, the  vowel  signs  were  designed  so  that  they  could  be  

inserted  into  a consonantal text without actually lengthening the text. 

In other words, a pointed text (one supplied with vowels) of a given 

book of the Hebrew Bible should be exactly the same length as the un-

pointed text of the same book. 

 

Most of the vowels stand directly below the consonants with which 

they are to be pronounced. The exceptions are cholem, cholem-vav, and 

shureq. 
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2.0      OBJECTIVES 

 

At the end of this Unit, you should be able to: 

       Able to read, write, and recite the Hebrew vowel system. 

       Transliterate and pronounce Hebrew words with much ease. 

 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

 

3.1      A-Type Vowel 

In this section, א is used as a hypothetical letter where the vowel 

marks are attached. The student is encouraged to study the marks 

carefully to differentiate them from the 

consonants studied in unit two. 
 

Vowel Mark Vowel Name Sound Transliteration Class 

 אְ
Qamets “a” as in 

land 

ā Long 

 אְ
Patach “a” as in 

aqua 

a Short 

 

3.2      E-Type Vowel 
 

Vowel Mark Vowel Name Sound Transliteration Class 

 אְ
 

Tsere 

 

“e” as in 

eight 

 

ē 

 

Long 

 יא
 

Tsere-yod 

 

“e” as in dell 
 

ê 

 

Very long 

 אְ
 

Segol 
 

“e” as in 

they 

 

e 

 

Short 

 

3.3      I-Type Vowel 
 

Vowel Mark Vowel Name Sound Transliteration Class 

 יא
 

Chireq-yod 

 

“i” as in 

green 

 

î 
 

Very long 

 
 

Chireq 

 

“i” as in ink 

 

i 
 

Short 

 

3.4      O-Type of Vowel 

Vowel Mark Vowel Name Sound Transliteration Class 
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3.5      U-Type of Vowel 
 

Vowel Mark Vowel Name Sound Transliteration Class 

 ּוא 
 

Shureq 

 

“u” as 

school 

 

û 

 

Very long 

 
 

Qibbuts 

 

“u” as in 

blue 

 

u 

 

Short 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

This Unit has shown the different Types of Hebrew vowels following 

after the English A, E, I, O, U. The student should pay attention to the 

different letters in Hebrew under each Type of vowels. 

 

5.0      SUMMARY 

 

The student should remark the main points made in the unit. We can 

classify the Hebrew vowels according to the basic sound they make (A, 

E, I, O, and U). The following table summarizes the vowel types: 
 

 

 א ְ                                   ְא      ְא       ְא 
 

 

 

Class key: long = l; short = s; very long = vl 

 

U 
 

O 
 

I 
 

E 
 

A 
 

Type 

א ְי   ֹוא  ּוא א ְי        
 

Mark 

û u ô o ō î i ê e ē a ā Transliteration 

vl s vl s l vl s vl s l s l Class 
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מק ץ    .1 ּפ חת    .2   
 

צ רי  .3  

ריח קיְ ֹו ד    .4 ריח ק    .5   
 

ֹוח ל ם  .6  

ְחץמק טּוף    .7 רּוש ק    .8   
 

קּץּוב  .9  

צ ריְיֹו ד  .10 ֹוח ל םְוו  .11   
  

 

 

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 Here is a similar list of the vowels. Transliterate these and 
practice pronouncing them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

 

1)    Transliterate into English: 
 

2) 
 

3)    See if you can determine which of the following words employ י 
as a consonant and which employ it as a vowel. 

 

8.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 

 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 
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Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 

 

Learn Hebrew online free (http:\\ www.Hebrew4Christians.com) 

English to Hebrew Translation  

(http:\\translation.babylon.com/English/to-hebrew) 

ֹודּג ל    .1  2.   ְ 
 

בּב ל .3  
 

 דּב .4

בּד ר   .5 זּג ל   .6   
 

 זּב .7
 

יבּג ם  .8  

 ןְּב  .10 ן יּב    .9
    

 

Transliterate into Hebrew: 

1.   ’ādāmōt 2.   ’ēmōr 3. nebi’im  4.   tā’ābôd 

5.   hēbrôn 

9.   melekh 

6.   hiškim 

10. mišpete 

7. bārā  8.   zôbēhē 

י ד    .1  םֹוי    .2 
 

יאש  .3 י ש    .4   

ּב ית    .5 ת ים    .6   
   

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
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2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Simple Sheva 

3.2      Compound Sheva 

3.3      Transliteration 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Practice Grid 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

 

Under normal circumstances, every Hebrew consonant should have a 

vowel sign under it or after it, unless it is standing at the end of the 

word. In absence of that, Hebrew makes use of other vowels signs that 

could best be described as reduced vowels or half vowels. They 

represent full vowels that have been abbreviated for phonetic purposes. 

Thus, instead of writing:    משלֹו  ... יּבד  (lishmo … byad) 

One writes     ד יּב …ו ֹמשל (lishmo … b
e
yad) 

Sheva is of two kinds: (a) simple sheva and (b) compound sheva. 

 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

 

By the end of this unit, you should be to: 

        Identify Hebrew half-vowels and differentiate them from full 

vowels. 

 Do a transliteration of Hebrew half-vowels and know how to read 

them in a word. 

        Differentiate between the simple shevas and the compound sheva. 

 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      Simple Sheva (  (אְ

 
Simple sheva is a neutral sound which may arise from any of the 

short vowels and represents the minimum vowel sound. Sheva (  (אְ

is transliterated superscript ‘e’, written this way (e). Example, 
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sheva ( א ְ ) is a very quickly uttered sound, as e in below, when the 

word is pronounced rapidly, so as to slur over the e and run the b 
and l almost (but not quite) together; thus b’low, not below, nor 

blow; p’lice, not police, nor plice. (י ר ְ ּפ is transliterated perî). 
 

3.2      Compound Sheva 

Guttural letters ר ְעחהא do not accept simple sheva (  but a ,(אְ

compound sheva, 

namely: ְ ְ א  ,א  
vowels. 

,Plus אְ  Compound sheva is a combination of a sheva and the three , א ְְ

short 
 

ְequals ְא called chatef-patach 

ְPlus ְequals ְא called chatef- segol 

Plus ְְאequals ְcalled chatef-qamets 

As in:  (i) ְ  ’anî, translated ‘I’ - ינאְ
 

Notes:(ii)       שֹונא - ’enôsh, translated ‘man, mankind’ 

(iii)      י לח - cholî, translated ‘sickness’ 
 

1. A sheva can be either vocal or silent. It is vocal when it 
stands beneath a consonant that begins a syllable. The 
silent sheva may be regarded as a syllable breaker because 
it always stands beneath a consonant that ends a syllable. 

Thus: ת ירּב (berît) is vocal, while ְ ךְלמ (me-lekh) is silent. 

2. When two shevas occur together in the middle of a word, 
the first is silent and the second vocal. The first marks 
the end of a syllable therefore a syllable breaker, while 
the second stands at the beginning of a new syllable 

therefore vocal. Thus: ְוּ לש מי(yîm-š
e
lû), (  ש ְ ) is silent, while (מ ְ

 ) is vocal. 
3.         A sheva under a letter doubled by a dot (dagesh forte) is 

vocal. ְ ְ  Thus: וּ לטק is transliterated (qiṭ-ṭelû). 

4. A sheva is vocal when it is following a long vowel.  Example:  

 is translitered (hā-yetāh) הת יה
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3.3      Transliteration 

 
This section will provide the English equivalence of the Hebrew 

vowel letters in their different types. The letter  א is used 

hypothetically. The vowel marks are placed under, above or 
beside the Hebrew consonant. The chart below reviews the 
English transliteration for Hebrew full vowel points. 
 

 א ְ
 

A  

2.    Patach 
 land 

“a” as in 

aqua 

 

A 

 

E 
 

3.    Tsere 
 

4.    Tsere-yod 
 

5.    Segol 

 

 

 יא

“e” as in 

eight “e” as 

in dell 

“e” as in 

they 

Ē 
Ê 
E 

 

I 
 

6.    Chireq-yod 
7.    Chireq 

 יא
“i” as in 

green “i” as 

in ink 

Î 
I 

 

 

O 

 

8.    Cholem 
 

9.    Cholem-vav 
 

10. Qamets-chatuf 

 ְא 

 ֹוא 

“o” as in 

yellow 

“o” as in 

below “o” as 

in ought 

Ō 
Ô 
O 

 

U 
 

11. Shureq 
 

12. Qibbuts 

 ּוא 
“u” as 

school 

“u” as in 

blue 

Û 
O 

 

 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

 

This unit has shown how to identify the Hebrew half-vowels (called 

shevas); and how to differentiate between the simple  shevas  and  the  

compound  shevas,  with  their transliteration. The student would get  

aquainted with their usage through regular practice. 

 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The student should remark the main points made in the unit as 
follows: 
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Sheva 
 

    Mark 

o e a e Transliteration 

R r r r Class 

 

 We can classify the Hebrew vowels according to the basic sound 

they make (A, E, I, O, and U). Compound shevas are formed by adding 

simple shevas to three short vowels (a, e, o). 

The following table summarizes the vowel types: 
 

Name 
 

Mark 
 

Sound 
 

Transliteration 
 

1.    Qamets 
 “a” as in Ā 

 

 
 

 א ְ                                   ְא      ְא       ְא 
 

 

 

 

 

 א         ְא        ְא ְ
 

 

 

 

 

 

Class key: long = l; short = s; very long = vl; reduced = r 

       There are four cases when the Sheva is vocal: 

1.  When it begins a word (or syllable) 

2.  When it is the second of two shevas in a row 

3.  When it appears under a letter with a Dagesh Forte 

4.  When it follows a syllable that contains a long vowel. 
 

       Correlatively, there are four cases when the Sheva is silent: 

1.  When it ends a word (or syllable) 

2.  When it is the first of two shevas in a row 

3.  When it closes a syllable 

4.  When it follows a syllable that contains a short vowel. 
 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

      Transliterate and Read: 

בהּו    .1 י רּדן    .2  ח לי    .3  יהלֹא ם    .4   

 

U 
 

O 
 

I 
 

E 
 

A 
 

Type 

א ְי   ֹוא  ּוא א ְי        
 

Mark 

û U ô o ō î i ê e ē a ā Transliteration 

vl S vl s l vl s vl s l s l Class 
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בּד ר   .5 עּדבָך    .6  ּב ר ְךּו   .7  א ליהם    .8   

בּד רי    .9 לֹות ֹד תו  .10   
  

 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

(1)      Transcribe into Hebrew 
1.  benôt                        2.  baqqesû                3.  nēbi’îm                  4.  
tā’ābôd 
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5.  debārîm 6.  bārā 7.  nšimerû 8.  darkekā 

9.  hēbrôn 10. melekh 11. hiškim 12. mišpete 

13. binyāmin 
17. ’ādāmōt 

14. zôbēhē 
18. bē’ēmet 

15. qetaltem 
19. ’ēmōr 

16. tišmērem 
20. Yitchāllekŭn 

 

(2)  See if you can determine which of the following words use 

 .as a consonant and which use it as a vowel ו

ו י ה י     4 שו        ם     3 תּור             2 ּול         ן     1  

ּוק ם     8 ו        י הי     7 ֹוּב         ש     6 ומ        ת     5  
(3) See  if  you  can  determine which  of  the  following words 

employ  י as  a consonant and which employ it as a vowel. 
 

י ד      .1  
 

יא ש      .3 םֹוי  .2  
 

י ש  .4  

ּב י ת      .5  
 

ת ים  .6  
   

 

 

 

 

8.0 PRACTICE GRID (Write the Aleph-Bet severally) 
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UNIT 6       SYLLABLES 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Syllables two rules 

3.2      Syllable classification 

3.3      Dagesh 

3.4      Gutturals 

3.5      Quiescient letters 

3.6      Sign of the direct object 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

A unit sound (or vowel sound) in a word is called a syllable. That 

implies a syllable contains a single vowel sound in a word. A good 

understanding of how Hebrew word is divided into syllables (i.e. units 

of dinstinct sound), will facilitate a proper pronunciation of the words. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, the student should be able to: 

 Divide  Hebrew  words  into  syllables  to  facilitate  proper  

reading, writing and reciting. 

       Learn other basic particles associated with Hebrew syllables. 
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3.0       MAIN CONTENT 

3.1       Syllables Two rules 

There are two basic rules for dividing a Hebrew word into syllables, as 

explained below. 

Rule 1: Determine the number of vowel sounds in the word. Since there 

is one vowel per syllable, the number of syllables in a word is the same 

number of vowels. 

Examples: 

יד   (yād):      One syllable (one vowel sound) 

משר  (shā-mar):   Two syllables (two vowels sound) 

Rule 2:  Syllables can be “open” or “closed”. Open syllables end with 

a vowel sound and closed syllables end with a letter without a vowel: 

Examples: 
Consonant + Vowel = Open syllable 

 (kî) יכ

Consonant + Vowel + Consonant = Closed syllable 

ּבת   (bat) 

3.2       Syllables Classification 

Hebrew syllables can be classified as either: Open or Closed. 

Note: 
i. Whereas open syllables favour long vowels normally, closed 
syllables usually have short vowels. 
ii.      Syllables which end in a vowel sound are called open syllables. 
As in: 

בוּה ו   =         va – bō – hû 
iii.      Syllables which end in a consonant are called closed. As in: 

 tôv = בֹוט

יּב ן   = bên 

במ־ יּדל   = mav – dîl 
iv.      A word contains as many syllables as it has vowels; but 
patach-furtive and 
sheva do not form syllables 
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v. Syllables must begin with a consonant, the only exception 

being the prefixed conjunction ּו; they may begin with two 

consonants, the first always having under it a vocal sheva. As in 

be) תי רּב
rît) 

vi.      Syllables may end in two consonants, but only when these 
are strong. The harshness resulting from this combination is 
generally avoided by the insertion of a helping vowel. 
vii.      The vowel of an unaccented open syllable must be long. 
viii.      The vowel of a closed syllable must be short, unless it has 
the tone; when it has the tone, it may be long. 
ix.      The vowel of an open accented syllable may be short. 
3.3       Dagesh 

The word dagesh is from a root word which possibly expressed the 

idea of hardness. The sign of dagesh is a dot in the bosom of a letter, 

and this dot was used to indicate both a lighter and a heavier kind of 

hardness. When it indicates the lighter hardness it is called dagesh lene, 

when the stronger, it is called dagesh forte. 

(a)       Dagesh lene: There are six letters which have each a hard and a soft 

pronunciation – 

indicated in writing with or without a dot. They are: 
 

 ת ּפ ּכ  ּד ּג ּב

(b) (g) (d) (k) (p) (t) 

 ת פ כ  ד גְ  ב

(v) (g) (d) (kh) (f) (t) 

For more information on BeGaDKeFaT letters, refer to section 1.5 
(b) Dagesh forte: Hebrew does not write a double consonant. 

To indicate that a consonant has that kind of hardness which is 

duplication, it inserts in it a dot, as in קּלּ ו  (qal-lû) when so used the dot 

is called dagesh forte. 

Examples:       קטטל  = קטל  (qiṭ-ṭēl)  ה תתר  = ה ר ְ (haś-śār)  מ  ר  

= ְ ְ מ ת תר (miś-śār) 

The  dagesh  forte  can  appear  n  ANY  Hebrew  consonant,  

including  the 

Begadkefat letters except a guttural letter: 
 

 א ב ג ד ה ו ז ח  ט י  כ ל  מ נ ס ע  פ צ ק ר  ת ש ת
 

Letter 
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  ּב ּג ּד  ּו ז   ט י  ּכ ל  ּמ ּנ ּס  ּפ ּצ ּק      ת
 

Dagesh 

 
In the list above, notice that every Hebrew letter (except the gutturals: 

Aleph, Hey, Chet, Ayin, and Resh) can appear with a dot inside - a 

dagesh forte. 

(c)       Note: 

1.   Degesh lene is peculiar to the six BeGaDKeFaT letters ( בג ד כ פת  ) 

2.   Dagesh  forte  can  appear  in  all  letters  (including  the  six  
letters  – 

BeGaDKeFaT), with the exception of the guttural letters ( אהעח ְ ר ). 

3.4       Gutturals ( אהח ְער  ) 

The  guttural  letters  are   אה חע  and  sometimes  ר.  They  are  

guttural  letters because they are pronounced from the throat. The 
following features should be noted about guttural letters: 
(a) Gutturals do not admit dagesh forte or lene since they cannot 
be doubled; but the preceding vowel is lengthened as compensation. In 
this case a preceding… 

Patach (ְא) lengthens to qamets (ְ א) 

chireq (ְא) lengthens to tsere (ְא) 

Qibbuts (ְא) lengthens to cholem (  (אְ

(b)     Gutturals do not take a simple sheva (  but a compound (א ְ

sheva, as in 

 asher, who, which, what’ ר שא

 elōhîm, God’ םי הלֹא

 cholî, sicknessי לחְ

(c)       Gutturals prefer the vowel patach (  before them, and (אְ

sometimes after them. This preference is especially noticeable with 

the strong gutturals  החע . When one  of  these  gutturals occur at  

the  end  of  a  word  and  is preceded by an unchangeably long 
vowel that is not of the ‘a’ class, then another short ‘a’  sound 
must   be  inserted between this vowel and the guttural.  This  
short  ‘a’  sound  is  called  a  patach  furtive,  because  of  its hurried 
pronunciation.  Patach furtive is not a full vowel and must not be 
regarded as increasing the number of syllables in a word. It is 
represented in transliteration by a raised ‘a’, just as in the case of 
the chatef-patach, as 
in, 

 Verûach חּורוְ
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 ‘Rāqîaעיקרְְ

 Nōachנְ

 gāvōahהב גְְ

(d) A  guttural  letter  points  itself  and  the  consonant  
preceding:  that  is  a guttural with a chatef turns a preceding 
simple sheva (vocal) into the short vowel corresponding to the 
chatef; as in: 

לבעד   becomes בעלְ ד  

3.5       Quiescent Letters ( אהוי  ) 

The letters  והאי  are so feeble (in pronunciation) that, under 

certain conditions, they lose their consonantal character and 
quiesce (i.e. they become silent). Hence they are called quiescent 
letters. 
Note: 

i.    א loses its consonantal power and is said to quiesce (or to be 

silent), when it stands at the end of a word; as in: 

ּב רא   

צֹות אי ארק  
ii.   א quiesces when it stands in the middle of a word; then (a) 

a preceding 
vowelless consonant receives its vowel, as in: 

ְ ראשית     for        ראשםי ר אש י ת      for        ראש י ם  

ארקלת       for       רקל את  
Or (b) it loses its compound sheva after a preceding vowel. The 

sheva disappears as  soon  as  א quiesces  and  the  preceding  short  

vowel  is  strengthened  in compensation for the loss of the א; as in: 

 םיהלֹ א ּכ        for    ם יהלֹאּכ
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לאֹור   

 

for  ל האֹ ור  

ל חְשך  
 

for ל הְשחך  

 

 at the end of a word is ה for The consonant        ר מאי

always distinguished from the vowel-letter  ה by the  presence  

of  a  mappik  ה ּ .   But  on  account  of  its weakness it is often 

entirely lost, 
(1) In the case of the article after an inseparable peposition, as in 
 
 

 

 

 

2)  In Hif‘il , Hof‘al, and Hithpael forms after a preformative of 

gender or person, as in: 

ביּדל         for       תראהי הבּ דל        for      ת הרא ה  
(3) From between two vowels, which then contract, as in: 

למ ינּ ו  for      ל מינה ּ ו  

ּבהּ ו            for        ֹוּב  

iv.      When the preposition  ל (to) is prefixed to the word ְי ה ּ דוה  

(yehûdāh, Judah), the combination (הדּוהיל , leyehûdāh) first 

becomes ה דוּ ה י ל (liyehûdāh), but the י quiesces and loses its 

consonantal status, the word becoming לי הּוד ה  (lîhûdāh). 

v. The word for ‘death’ is  מות  (māvet) which, when taken 

together with a following word (e.g. death of Moses) is spoken 

hurriedly and (becomes first a hypothetical מות  māvt and then) 

the ו quiescs, producing the form  משה ־תֹומ . 

3.6       Sign of the Direct Object ( את   ) 
A direct object is a word representing a person or thing upon which 
the action of a verb is performed. The direct object may be either 
definite or indefinite. If definite, it is usually preceded by the article 

את  . The particle serves merely as the sign of the direct object and is 

therefore not to be translated.  את  may be written alone, or it may 

be joined by a maqqef to the following word. In the latter case 

tsere ( ) is shortened to segol (א ְ  in ם ימהְ תא Thus we find .(א ְ

Gen.1:1, but  ֹואה ר תא ־  in Gen.1:4. 

4.0      CONCLUSION 
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This unit has shown that a good understanding of Hebrew syllables will 

facilitate transliteration and reading. Other important features like 

dagesh, gutturals, quiescient letters and sign of the direct object play 

vital roles in Hebrew grammar. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

(a). There are two basic rules for dividing a Hebrew word into 

syllables: 

1.  The Number of Syllables in a word is determined by the number of 

Vowels in that word. 

Since there is one vowel per syllable, the number of syllables in a 

word is the same as the number of vowels. 

2.  Syllables can be "Open" or "Closed.” 

Open syllables end with a vowel sound and closed syllables end with 

a letter without a vowel. 

(b). Dagesh and Word Division. 

A dagesh forte “emphasizes” a letter and thereby affects a word's 

syllabification by doubling the value of the consonant. A letter with a 

dagesh forte always causes the previous syllable (if any) to be closed 

and in effect "divides" the syllable at the letter. The dagesh in a 

Begedkephat letter is forte only if it is preceded by a vowel (otherwise it 

is lene). 

The general rule for dotted letters is this: If there is a "dot" inside a 

letter, "double" its value; but if it is a Begedkephat letter, double the 

value only if it is preceded by a vowel. 

(c). Quiescent Letters 

The letters: Aleph, Hey, Vav, and Yod can sometimes be “quiescent,” 

that is, silent 

under certain circumstances. 
 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 Write the following words in Hebrew, bearing attention to 
Dagesh lene and forte letters. 
 

1. Gab 2. midbrêkem 3. Kôl 

4. môt 5. tiktôb 6. bkû 

7. lāredet 8. gdôlîm 9. Gam 

10. mullal 11. sappdû 12. challôn 

13. hammayim 14. ibaddô 15. chippor 

16. Bên 17. ‘ēta 18. Bēn 

19. Dām 20. Blektekā 21. Mrakkeb 

22. baddām 23. vayyinnāgpû 24. Mishpāṭ 

 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

(1)      Genesis 2:3 is reproduced here: 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Three/The_Two_Rules/the_two_rules.html
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Three/Dotted_Letters/dotted_letters.html
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Begedkephat_Letters/begedkephat_letters.html
http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Three/Quiescent_Letters/quiescent_letters.html
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רּב א    .1 י י טב    .2  מֹלש ה   .3   

ח ְש ך   .4 עה מיד    .5   אֹוּבמ   .6 

ש לו    .7 ר אשםי    .9 יֹוג   .8   

 

ביו ר ְאְךֹל ה ים אְ ת־ יֹו םְה בי עיְו י קּדש ְ א תֹֹוְביְּכו ְבש תְמ ּכל ־  

 תוֹת עלְ םיהֹלאְ א ר ּב־ר שְאֹותּ כא למ ְ
a.   Copy the two words that contain both a silent sheva and a vocal 
sheva. b.  Copy the word that is marked as the direct object of the 
verb. 
.   Copy the three words that contain dagesh fortes. 
d.  Copy the four words that contain compound shevas 
e.   Copy the three words that contain BeGaDKeFaT letters with 
dagesh. f.   Copy the six words that begin with guttural letters. 
(2) Divide the following words into syllables. Identify what 
kind of syllable each is (open or closed) and what kind of vowel 
each has (long or short). 
 
 
 
 

8.0      VOCABULARY 

A good method for learning Hebrew vocabulary is to prepare 
vocabulary cards. Write the Hebrew on one side of the card and the 
English translation on the reverse side; glance at these cards 
whenever you have a spare moment, (e.g. when travelling, or 
waiting for someone at the top shop). Practice pronouncing the 
Hebrew words aloud. 

מלְך    .1  (melek), King        11. םדא (’ādām), Humankind, 

שחְך  .Light              12 ,(ôr’) רֹוא   .2  (chōshek), Darkness 

 Ground ,(adāmāh’) המדא .Earth       13 ,(erets’) ץרא    .3

 God ,(elōhîm’) ם יהלֹא .Dust           14 ,(āfār‘) ר פע   .4

יּב ת    .5  (bayit), ְ House       15.  שאר (r’ōsh), Head 
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UNIT 7       PARTICLES TO NOTE 
CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Accents 

3.2      Meteg 

3.3      Maqqef 

3.4      Mappiq 

3.5      Rafe 

3.6      Silluq 

3.7      Athnah 

3.8      Pause 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

0.0 INTRODUCTION 

There are certain symbols or particles that are not part of the Hebrew 

vowels, which play different roles in vocalization of Hebrew words. 

The New Hebrew student is encouraged to study the symbols in 

Hebrew in order not to confuse them with the vowel signs. 

1.0 OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Differentiate between vowel marks and other accent symbols in 

Hebrew. 

       Identify their presence in a Hebrew text, and understand the roles 

they play. 
 

2.0 MAIN CONTENT 

2.1 Accents 

An accent is a mark or symbol, above or under a letter, used in 
writing and printing to indicate the quality of a vowel sound or a 
syllabic stress. The accents have three uses: 
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a)   To mark the tone-syllable, i.e. to indicate the syllable to be 
stressed in pronunciation. Usually the last syllable and sometimes 
the last but one syllable is stressed. 
b) As punctuation marks, i.e. they divide the verse into its logical 
constituent parts: stops and continuation marks. 
c)   As musical signs for chanting the scriptures in the synagogues. 
 

Note: Hebrew accent signs are not printed in this grammar. 
However, words accented on any syllable other than the final 

syllable are marked with a munah ( ְא ). 

Examples: ְ ְ ף לא ְ  ְת לּד ְ  ְ ְןיַ֣זְ ְ ךְלמ 
If a word appears without a munah, it can be assumed that it is 
accented on the final syllable. 
 

Examples: 

 ה תאְ דוּדְ ְ הש מ ְ ְלא ר ת י 
 

2.2 Meteg ( מ תג  ) 

Meteg (or a bridle) is a vertical line placed on the left side of a 
vowel point, to indicate that the syllable to which it belongs has a 
secondary accent. 
Note: 
(a)       Used on the second syllable before the tone, but generally 

on the third, if the second is closed. As in:ְ ְ רֹוא ־יה יַ ֣וְ ְ ְעיק ר ְ ה ְ  ְְה א רת 

 
(b)       Used with a long vowel followed by a vocal sheva. As in: 

ְ ְ ְ   ְח תיְה ְ ש ּוצרְ  
(c)       Used with all vowels before compound sheva. As in: 
 

ְְ ּב הְ ּב  ְר א ם  

 

ְ ְ   ְה א דמה  ְ נ ע ת ה ְ ל ע ת תֹו ְ  
(d)       Used with a long vowel in a closed syllable, before maqqef. As 
in: 

ְ  ְ ע ץ ּגה־ן שוְְ ְם־ה הּנר  ת ְתּ־כְ ח הְ  
(e)       Used with first syllable of all forms of היה and  הי ח in 

which the ה and ח 

have simple (silent) sheva. As in :  ה י ה י (Gen 1.29) ְ הי ח י(Gen 17:18) 
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(f) Used with an unaccented ְ א in a final syllable; and to 

insure the distinct enunciation of a vowel which otherwise might be 
neglected. As in: 

ְ ֹול עבש יו  ְ  אצ ְ  ְיוְ
 

2.3 Maqqef (Binder))־( 

It is a horizontal stroke placed between two words to indicate that 
they are to be pronounced together and accented as if they formed 
but a single word. As in: 

ו י ה י ־ע ברְְ יְ יה א־ֹ רוְְ על ־פינ  
If the former of two words, joined by maqqef, should contain a 
long vowel in a closed syllable, such a vowel gives way to a short 
vowel or receives meteg. As in: 
 

2.4 Mappiq (Extender) (  (ה ּ

ְְ ְ תא־ אה ְש ם ה־ּ נהרְ  ְְ ּכ לנ־פ ש  

Mappiq is a dot placed in final ה, when this letter is used as a 

consonant, and not as a vowel-letter. As in: 

 (le‘ābdāh)ה ּדבעלְ (lemînāh)הּני מלְ

If the ה was used as a vowel-letter and not as a consonant, 

there will be no mappiq and the transliteration will differ. As i:  

רֹותה   (tôrāh) 

2.5 Rafe (Rest) (  (אְ

Rafe is a horizontal stroke placed over a letter, to call particular 
attention to the absence of dagesh or mappiq. As in: 
2.6 Silluq  

) ; חח קלְ ְ  םיְמל; תגדב ֿ

 
Silluq is one of the major punctuation marks, which always appear 

under the last word of a verse, as under  אהְ  ְר ץ  at the end of 

Gen.1:1). The silluq is generally the greatest stop in a verse and 

regularly followed by the sign (׃) called soph pasuq (end of verse). 

Since silluq always stands on the last tone syllable of a verse, while 
the meteg never stands on a tone syllable; they are easily 
distinguished. 
2.7 „Athnah (^) 
‘Athna is an accent that marks the end of the first half of the verse. 
It is placed below the accented syllable of the last word in the first 

half of the verse, as in  אֹהלםי  In Gen.1:1; namely: ‘In the beginning 
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he created God’ – first half of verse ends with ‘Athnah. ‘The 
heavens and the earth’ – second half of verse, ends with silluqs 
followed by the soph pasuq sign. 
2.8 Pause 

A word is said to be in pause when its accent is a major stop, 
i.e. a silluq or 
‘Athnah; in either case the word being at the end of a clause. A 
word in pause must have a long vowel in its accented or tone 
syllable. If the vowel of the tone syllable is regularly short, it must 
be lengthened when placed in a pause. As in: 

מ םי (mayim – not paused) 
4.0 CONCLUSION 

מ םי  -ְמ  ם  (mayim – paused) 

 
This unit introduced important particles in Hebrew apart from vowel 

marks. It has facilitated differentiating between vowel marks and other 

accent symbols in Hebrew, including the roles they play in a Hebrew 

text. 

 

5.0 SUMMARY 
Basic particles in Hebrew discussed in this unit are: Accents, Meteg, Maqqef, 

Mappiq, Rafe, Silluq, Athnah, and Pause. These particles, if not carefully 

identified may be confused with Hebrew vowel marks. So the student should 

be acquainted with their forms and functions as discussed in this unit. Next 

unit will examine the definite article in Hebrew. 

 

6.0 SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 Discuss the meaning of the following, and write the marks 

that represent them: 
 

1. Accents 2. Meteg 3. Maqqef 4.  Mappiq 

5. Rafe 6. Silluq 7. Athnah 8.  Pause. 

7.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

       Identify the basic particles discussed in this unit from the following 

words: 

1.   . 7 ם מ ְ . ץ ר ְ  ְאה3 . ה ּנימל . שפ נ־ ל ּכ                   5.א צ ְ  ְיו6 . ךְלמ ְ

8 גדֿב                     ת  . 

8.0 VOCABULARY ת לּד ְ . ר ֹוא־י ה יַ ֣ו 
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 dove (f)  ה נֹוי                          Stream, canal  רֹואי

 Potter  רצֹוי                        dry ground (f)  השבּי

 Wine  ןיי                                     hand (f)  די

 Ram, ram‟s horn  לבי                                  He knew  עדי

 Day  םֹוי                      LORD (Adonay)  ה והי

 

9.0 REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 

(Book I and 

II). Aba: Reinoma Services. 

Allen Ross 2001. Introducing Biblical Hebrew. Grand Rapids: Baker 

Kelly, P. H 1992. Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar. Grand 

Rapids: William 

B. Eerdmans Publishing Company.Learn Hebrew online free (http:\\ 

www.Hebrew4Christians.com) 

English to Hebrew Translation 

(http:\\translation.babylon.com/English/to-hebrew). 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
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MODULE 2 
 

Unit 8             The Definite Article 

Unit 9             Prepositions And Vav Conjunction Unit 10           Nouns: 

General Characteristics Unit 11           Adjective 

Unit 12           The Pronoun 

Unit 13           Verbs: General Characteristics 

Unit 14           The Qal Perfect Inflection (Regular Verbs) 
 

UNIT 8       THE DEFINITE ARTICLE 
CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Before All Non-Gutturals 

3.2      Before Strong Gutturals 

3.3      Before Weak Gutturals 

3.4      Before  ְ ע ְ  ,חְ ה   

3.5      Before a noun with initial (  (יְ
4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

Hebrew language has no indefinite article like „a‟ or „an‟. The absence 

of the definite article is used to determine when an indefinite article is 

used. To make a Hebrew word (of either gender) definite, you add a  

Hey (ה) before the noun. Sometimes the vowel under the Hey changes, 

depending on whether the noun begins with a regular letter or a guttural 

letter. 

2.0      OBJECTIVE 

At the end of this unit you will learn how to: 
       Prefix the definite article with guttural and non-guttural letters. 
       Determine the indefinite article in Hebrew grammar. 

 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      Before All Non-Gutturals 

The usual form of the article in Hebrew before all non-gutturals is ְ                                                                                                                                                                  ה 

(hey (ה) plus 

patach (), plus dagesh forte () in the first consonant of the noun; as 
in: 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_One/Aleph-Bet/Hey/hey.html
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the day/ today  יהֹום  (hay-yôm) =       ה                                                                                                                                        ְ  + ֹוים  

the king ךְלּמה (ham-melekh) =   ךְלמ +  ְ                                                                                                                                        ה 

 

the son ְ ן בּה (hab-ben) =   ן ּב +  ְ                                                                                                                                        ה 

 
 

3.2      Before Strong Gutturals 

Before  the  strong  or  harsh  gutturals  ה and  ח which  may  be  

doubled  by implication, the form of the article is ְה without a 

dagesh forte in the following letter. As in: 

ההל ְך   (ha-hǒlēk) =     הלְך  + 

the darkness ךְש חה (ha-chōshēk) =   ְ ךְשח + ה 
3.3      Before Weak Gutturals 

Before the weak guttural ע  ,א  and before ר, which cannot be 

doubled, the patach 

under Hey ( ) lengthens to a qamets (הְ  :As in .( ה ְ

the manְש יאה (ha-’îsh)  =        ְ ש יא + ה 

3.4      Before ְע ְ  ְה ְחthe bird ְף וֹעה (hā-‘ôf)  =        ְ ף ֹוע + ה 

 ע יקר + ה ְְ    =   (‘hā- rāqia) ע יקר הְ

Before  ְ ח and  before  an  unaccentedה ְ ,  ְע,  the  patach  under  

Hey  (ְ ה) is deflected to a segôl (ְה) for the sake of dissimilarity. 

As in: 

זחהְ ק   (he-chāzāq)   =          ההר ים  ְה    + זח  ק  (he-hārîm)   =        

הרים    + 

עהֹו ן   (he-‘āvōn)     =              ֹוען   + 

3.5       Before a noun with initial (ְי) 
Before a noun whose initial consonant is yod, followed by a sheva 

(  ,and sometimes before a noun whose initial consonant is mem (יְ

followed by a sheva (ְמ), the form of the article is ְה without a 

dagesh forte in the following letter. Asin:the children 
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ארץ  (’erets) 

 

ה ץרא  = (hā-’ārets) the earth 

הר  (har) 

 

ההר  =  (hā-hār) the mountain 

עם   (‘am) 

 

הםע  =  (hā-‘ām) the people 

 (gan) ןּג

 

ּגהן  =  (hag-gān) the garden 

ּפר  (par) 

 

הּפר  =  (hap-pār) the bull 

חג   (chag) 

 

ה ח ג  =  (he-chāg) the festival 
 
 

 

 

4.0 

 (arôn’) ןוֹרא
 

CONCLUSION 

 

 the ark (hā-’arôn) ן ֹוראה =

 

3.6      Other rules ְםי ד ל יה (ha- yelādîm)   =        ְ םי דל י     + ה

 +  ה ל ּסמ       = (ha-mesillâ) ה לּסמה

A few nouns in their singular form undergo internal changes 
when the definite article is prefixed to them. Common ones are the 
following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
This unit has shown the different uses of definite article in Hebrew. The 

student should pay particular attention to guttural letters, which exhibits 

most of the variant usages. However the regular prefix of hey plus 

patach and forte remains the regular form of Hebrew definite article. 

5.0      SUMMARY PAGE 

The table below summarizes the study on definite articles: 
 

S/N Before Hebrew Without With 
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  Form Definite 
Article 

Definite 
Article 

1 All non- 
gutturals ְיל לה  ה ה ּיל ל ה    

ְה,ח  2 שחְך  ְה   חה ְש ך    

ְא,עְ,ר 3 יאש  ְה   ה איש    

ְה , חְ ,ְ ע  4 ה רים  ְה   הה רםי    

ְי, ְ מ  5 י ל דםי  ְה   יה לד ים    

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

                  Prefix the definite article to the following words and 
transliterate them. 
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 .ך למ        2   .1
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ְל ילה   
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 םֹוי    .3
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 ךְשח        5  . ר פע           6  . ת יּב   .4

 הא        8  . ם ע             9.    ןּג   .7

 שאר       11  . תי רּב       12  . רֹוא   .10

 ר יע        14  . ל כיה        15  . םדא   .13

 ד י           17  . רה          18  . ן שע   .16

 ב רח       20  . ם ֹולש    .19
7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

Complete the writing of the definite article with the following 
nouns: 

 ץראה      2  . ןנעה          3  . תי בה   .1

 ם ֹויה         5  . ר הה          6  . ה נשה   .4

 ן אצה       8  . םי הלֹאה     9  . ה מדאה   .7

 ל האה     11  . תי רבה     12  . ם ֹויה   .10

 ם עה        14  . ם ו ֹלשה     15  . ת עה   .13

 ג חה       17  . ב לה         18  . שארה   .16
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 ר איה       20  . ר יעה    .19
8.0      VOCABULARY 

מלְך    .1  (melek) King                16. םדא (’ādām), Humankind, 

ארֹו   .2  (’ôr) Light                      17.  שחְך  (chōshek), Darkness 

 Ground ,(adāmāh’) המדא .Earth              18 (erets’) ץרא   .3

 God ,(elōhîm’) ם יהלֹא .Dust                 19 ,(āfār‘) ר פע   .4

 Head ,(r’ōsh) שאר .House             20 ְ,(bayit) ת יּב    .5
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 ה לי ל ְ .City                        21 ,(îr‘) ר יע    .6
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(layelāh), Night 
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יםֹו    .7  (yôm), Day                     22.  חג  (chag), Feast, festival 

 Between(bên) ן יּב  .Hand                      23 ,(yād) ד י  .8
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 ב ר ע ְ .Fruit                    24 ,(perî) י רּפ  .9
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(erev) Evening 
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 Place (māqôm) ם ֹוקמ  .Morning       25 ,(bōqer) רקּב .10
9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
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UNIT 9       PREPOSITIONS AND VAV CONJUNCTION 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Inseparable Prepositions 

3.2      The Preposition min 

3.3      Independent Prepositions 

3.4      Vav Conjunction 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 

1.0   INTRODUCTION 

A preposition is a word or group of words (e.g. in, from, to, out of, on 

behalf of, etc) often placed before a noun or pronoun to indicate place, 

direction, source, method, etc. The vav is a conjunctive word 

translated as „and‟ in English. The vav conjunction, inseparable 

prepositions and min function as a prefix to Hebrew words just like the 

definite article. Sometimes the vowel under them changes, depending on 

the consonant that appears at the beginning of the word. The Vav 

conjunction is pointed like the inseparable prepositions with few 
exceptions. 
2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

1.  Understand the  basic  grammar of  the  preposition and  Vav  

conjunction in 

Biblical Hebrew 

2.  Begin  identifying  various  prepositional  phrases  and  

constructions  in  the 

Scriptures. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1 The Inseparable Prepositions 

In Hebrew, few prepositions are inseparable and are prefixed to 
nouns, like the definite article. Others are independent and function 
more like English prepositions. 
The inseparable prepositions in Hebrew are: 
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 ( אְ plus a sheva ּב .i.e) in, by, with     ּב ְ

 (אְ plus a sheva ּכ .i.e) as, like, according to     ּכ ְ

 (אְ plus a sheva ל .i.e) to, for, at     לְ
 

Note: 
i.   The usual pointing of the inseparable prepositions before 
consonants that have full vowels is with a simple sheva. As in: 
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in a king ך ְלמּב bemelekh    =     ך ְלמ  + 

as a king ךְלמּכ kemelekh    =     ך ְלמ  + 
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 ְּב 

 ּכ ְ
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to a king ךְלמל lemelekh    =      ך ְלמ       +  ְל 
ii.   Before consonants having a simple sheva, the inseparable 
preposition is pointed with a chireq. As in: 
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in a covenant בּב רתי  biv-rîth    =       ּבר ת   + 

as a covenant תירבּכ kiv-rîth    =      ת רּב  + 
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 ְּב 

 ּכ ְ
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to a covenant בל ר י ת  liv-rîth    =     ל ְ       + ּב רת  

iii.   Before a consonantal yod with a simple sheva (ְי), the 

inseparable preposition is pointed with a chireq. Then the chireq 
combines with the yod to form a chireq- yod. This causes the yod to 
lose its consonantal value, and the sheva under it 
drops out. As in: 
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in Judah  דּוהיּב ה  bîhûdāh  =      יה דּו ה   + 

as Judah ה דּוהיּכ kîhûdāh  =     ה דּו ה י  + 
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 ְּב 

 ּכ ְ
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to Judah 
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 +  ה דּו הי      =  lîhûdāh הד ּוהי ל
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iv.   Before  a  guttural  with  a  compound  sheva  ( 
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 the  inseparable  ,(אְ  ,ְ א ְ,ְ
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preposition is pointed with the corresponding short vowel. As in: 

in a lion יראּב ba’arî ְְ=     ירא  + 

as a lion יראּכ ka’arî ְְ=     ירא  + 
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 ּכ ְ
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to a lion יראל la’arî ְְְ=      ירא        +  ְל 

v.   Occasionally before an  ’alef  (א)  that  has a  chatef-segol (ְ א),  

the  preposition receives a tsere, the chatef-segol drops, while the א 
quiesces or becomes silent. As in:ְ 
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in God  ּב איהלֹ ם  bē’lôhîm   =       יהלֹא ם   + 

as God ם יהלֹ אּכ kē’lôhîm   =       ם יהלֹא  + 
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ְּכ  ְּב   
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to God  לאהלֹ םי  lē’lôhîm   =       ל ְ       + יהלֹא  ם  

vi.   Before a definite article, the ה of the article drops out, and 

the preposition receives the vowel pointing under ה As in: 
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in the man ש יאּב bā-’îsh   =       ש יאה  + 
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 ּב ְ
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as the man  ּבאיש  kā-’îsh   =       ּכ ְ       + ה איש  

to the man ּבאיש  lā-’îsh   =       ל ְ       + ה  א יש  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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in the house  ּבּב תי  bab-bayit   =       הּיב ת   + 

as the house תי ּבּכ kab-bayit   =      ת יב ּה  + 
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 ְּב 

 ּכ ְ
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to the house  יּבלת  lab-bayit   =       ל ְ       + ה  ּיב ת  
vii.   Sometimes   immediately   before   the   tone-syllable   
(accented   syllable)   the 

inseparable preposition assumes the vowel qamets (  :As in .( א ְ
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in waters  ימּבם  bāmāyim ְְ=      ימם   + 

as waters ם ימּכ kāmāyim ְ ְ  +  ם ימ     =
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ְּכ  ְּב   
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to waters  ימלם  lāmāyim ְְ=      ל ְ       + ימ ם  

3.2      The preposition ןמ (min), from, out of 

The preposition ןמ (min) can perform a dual role, namely: (a) when 

it is prefixed to a word that has not the definite article. It becomes 
inseparable, but (b) it is somehow separable with a maqqef if it has 
a definite article. 
Note: 

i. When the preposition  מן  is before ordinary letters (i.e. 

excluding gutturals אהחע  and ר) the vowelless נ is assimilated 

and the following letter is doubled by daghes forte as 
compensation. As in: 

from David  וּדמד  mid-dāvid ְְ=       ןמ       + וּד ד  

from a day  מֹּוים  miy-yôm ְְ=        ןמ      + ֹוי  ם  
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from a king ּממלְך  mim-melekh ְְ=     ןמ       + מ ְלך  

ii. Before gutturals or ר, the preceding chireq under מ 
lengthens to tsere. As in: 

from a human-kind מ אםד  mē’ādām ְְ=       מן       + דא  ם  from a 

man  מאיש  mē’îsh ְְ=       ןמ       + א  יש  from a mountain מ ה ר  

mēhar ְְ=          ןמ       + ה  ר  

iii.      Before a yod pointed with a simple sheva (  the preposition (יְ

contracts to 

 :As in .י מ
 

from Judah  ּוהימ הד  mîhûdāh ְְְ=  י הדּו ה  
 

 ןמ +

from Jerusalem  ימ ר שּול ים  mîrûshālayim ְְְ=  י ר שּולםי  
 

 ןמ +

 

iv.      Before  the  definite  article, the  preposition may  remain  
separated by  a 
maqqef. As in: 

from the king  מה־ןּמ לך  min-ham-melekh ְְ=             מ ן       + ּמה  לְך  

from the house  יּבה־ןמת  min-hab-bayit ְְ מן       + ּבה  תי               =  
Or the preposition becomes inseparable. As in: 

 from the king , ךְְלּמהמ ְ becomes ך ְלּמה before ןמ
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 תי ּבהמ ְ becomes ת יּבה before ןמ
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from the house 
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3.3      Unattached or Independent Prepositions 

Unattached or Independent prepositions more or less function 
like the English prepositions. Some of them are: 

 before, in front of    י נפל   .To, into, toward            2      לא  .1

עם   .3       With                             4.  ע ל       upon, above, about 

יּבן   .5       between                      6.   חתד     under, instead of 

חאר י   .Until, unto                  8      דע  .7    behind, after 

 Beside, near    לצא  .9

3.4      The vav conjunction (  and ,(וְ
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The vav conjunction ( ו ְ), is translated ‘and’. It is pointed like the 

inseparable 
prepositions with few exceptions. 
Note: 
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 ְו 
 

i. Ordinarily before a consonant with full vowel (except labials 
pointed with a sheva ( ). As in: 
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ב ְ, מ ְ, פ ) it is 
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and a horse סּוסו vesûs ְ                                                                                                                                                                    ְ=       סּוס  +        ְ 

and a human-kind ם דאו ve’ādām ְְ ְ=       םדא  +        ְ 

ii.  Before a labial with a full vowel it takes the form ְ ּו As in: 

and a between  ּוב ין  ûvēn ְְ ְ=          יּב ן   +        ְ 

and a king מּול ְך  ûmelekh ְ                                                                                                                                                                    ְ=      מלְך   +        ְ 

and here ה פּו ûfôh ְְ ְ=       ה ּפ  +        ְ 
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iii. Before ְ י ,ְthe ְ ו contracts with 
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ְto form י ו ,ְAs in: 
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and Judah  וי הּוהד  vîhûdāh יהּוהד     =ְ  ְ  +        ְ 

let there be  יויה  vîhîְ  ְ=         היי  +        ְ 

iv. Before a compound sheva, it takes the corresponding short vowel. 

As in: 

and I  ְא ו ינ va’anîְ  ְ=         י נא +        ְ 

and truth ת מא ו ve’emet  ְ        + ת מא    =ְ  ְ
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and sickness י ל 
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vocholî ו ְ  ְ        +                                                                                 ְ י לח      =ְ  ְ
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v.  Before the tone-syllable (or accented syllable), the vav 
conjunction is often 
,As in: 
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and a night 
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 ה לי ל ְ ו
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vālayelāhְ  ְ= 
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 ְ        +  ה לי ל ְ
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4.0      CONCLUSION 
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and evil  ורע  vārā‘ְ  ְ=         ער +        ְ 
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This  unit  discussed  the  dynamics  of  Hebrew  prepositions and  

conjunctions. The student is encouraged to practice and get acquainted 

with the rules governing their usage in Hebrew Grammar. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The tables below summarize our studies on prepositions and vav 

conjunction. 

(a) Illustrative Table for Preposition  ְּב,ְּכ,  ְל  
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S/N Before Hebrew Form Without 
Preposition 

With 
Preposition 

1 All consonants 
with full 
vowels 

ו אדם  םדא   

2 Before labials 
with full 
vowels 

יּב ן  ּו  יבּו ן    

3 yod with a 
simple sheva 

ו י  י הדּו ה   ו י הּוהד    

4 A compound 
sheva 

ְו ְ, ְו, ְ ו  נאי   ְו נאי    

 

 

S/N Before Hebrew 
Form 

Without 
Preposition 

With 
Preposition 

1 All non- gutturals with full vowels  ְּב,ְּכ,  ְל מלְך   מּבלְך    

2 Consonants with simple sheva  ְּב,ְּכ,  ְל ּב רתי   בּב רתי    

3 yod with a simple sheva  ּביְ, ּכיְ, לי י הדּו ה   דּוהיּב ה    

4 A guttural with a compound sheva ְ ְּב ,ְּכ,ל ארי  ּב ראי   

5 An ’alef that has a chatef-segol 
(sometimes) 

ְ ְּב ,ְּכ,ל יהלֹא ם   ּב איהלֹ ם    

6 A definite article ְ ְּב ,ְּכ,ל ה איש   ּב איש    

7 The tone-syllable (Sometimes) ְ ְּב ,ְּכ,ל ימ ם   ימּב ם    

(b)     Illustrative Table for the preposition  ןמ 
 

S/N Before Hebrew 
Form 

Without 
Preposition 

With 
Preposition 

1 All non- 
gutturals with 
full vowels 

מלְך  מְ ּממלְך    

 

2 
Gutturals or 

 ר

מ אםד םדא   

 

3 
yod with a 
simple sheva 

מי  י הדּו ה   דּוהיּמ ה    

 

4 
Definite article מן־  

Or 

 ְמ 

ּבה תי  ּבה־ןמ תי    
Or 

ְמ הּב תי   

 

(c)     Illustrative Table for vav conjunction (ְו) 
 
 

 ו ְ
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5 A tone-syllable   יל לה ו לי ל ה    

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 
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 Prefix the preposition translate the same. 
Example, 
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ּב ְ, ּכ ְ, , to the following words, transliterate and 
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מלְך    
 

 bemelekh, in a kin ך ְלמּב ־
 

g g 

 kemelekh, as a kin ך ְלמּכ ־ 

 lemelekh, to a king ך ְלמל ־ 
 

יּב ת  .1  
 

י הדּו ה          .2  
 

שחְך  .3  
 

 סּוס .4
 

ימ ם  .5  
 

 םֹוי          .6
 

 םדא .7
 

ראש .8  

 

7.0    TUTOR-MARKED ASSINGMENTS 

1)  Translate the following words to Hebrew. 
1.  The man and a lion                          2.  Waters to waters 
3.  A house in Judah                               4.  Day and night 
5.  The man upon the horse                6.  A covenant for the earth 
7.  The city and the light                      8.  From God and man 
9.  In a day                                                10. In the day 
11. From the day                                     12. From the king 
13. To the city                                           14. God as a king 
15. Between the son                               16. Evil and darkness 
17. From the house                                 18. From a day 
19. From a king                                        20. From a city 
2)  Translate the following phrases 

 ם יה לֹ א ו ְםדא              2   .     ץרא ְּבםֹו לש         .1
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 ה ל יל ְ בוְּםֹויּב         .3
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 ך ְש חה ְןיבּו         .4
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םֹוי ְמּוא ר ץ         .6 בֹוט                  ְו רע         .5  

ֹואְהןיּב ר         .8 ּבמ               ןְו שלֹו ם         .7  

צא ְלההר       .10 א            לי־ּרשו לםי         .9  

3)  Prefix the preposition  מן  to the following words. 

ּפ ר י         .3 ה   ּב תי         .2 יּב      ת         .1  
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שח ְך        .4  
 

י ד  .5  
 

חה ְש ך  .6  

אה        .7  
 

יעה ר  .8  
 

ארץ .9  

 

4)  Put the vav conjunction to the following words, transliterate and 
translate 
 

 
בּד ר        .1  

 

בדּב ר .2  
 

בּדּב ר .3  

ְל י לה         .4  
 

ה  ְל יל ה  .5  
 

יּב ת  .6  

יבּכ ת         .7  
 

בּכ רתי  .8  
 

מאת  .9  

 

 

8.0 

דּוהיּב ה       .10  
VOCABULARY 

 

ּוּסה ס  .11  
 

ילֹו ם  .12  

יאש   .1  ’îsh, man                                   2.  ע ל  ‘al, upon, above, about 

 im, with‘ ם ע   .berîth, covenant                   4 תיר ּב  .3

 bên, between ן יּב  .Yehûdāh, Judah                   6 ה דּוה י  .5

 bēn, son ןּב  .arî, lion                                      8’ ירא  .7

 ad, until, unto‘ דע .elôhîm, God                       10’ ם יהלֹא  .9

ימם  .11  mayim, water                          12.  תתח  tachath, under, instead 

of 

 acharî, behind, after’ י ר חא .Sûs, horse                                 14 סּוס .13

יּבת  .15  bayith, house                           16. צאל  ’ētsel, beside, near 

אל .17  ’el, to, toward, into                   18.  י ּרשו ל ים  Yerûshālayim, 
Jerusalem 

 ,Lifnê, before, in front of י נפל  .Pōh, here                                     20 ה ּפ .19

ֹולשם  .tôv, good                                    22 בֹוט .21  Shālôm, peace 

 rā‘, evil ער .yehî, let there be                       24 יה י .23

9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
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UNIT 10     NOUNS: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Noun Properties 

3.2      Derivation 

3.3      Gender 

3.4      Number 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

A Hebrew noun is a name given to a person, place, or thing. This unit 

will introduce you to the Hebrew noun: its morphology and basic usage. 

2.0   OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Know the general characteristics of Hebrew nouns. 

 Understand how Hebrew nouns are derived, which can 

constitute a good aid in using Hebrew lexicon in learning common noun 

forms found in the Hebrew Bible. 

3.0   MAIN CONTENT 

3.1 Noun Properties 

Nouns have the following properties: gender, number, person, and case. 

1.  Gender 

Hebrew respects two gender formations: Masculine and feminine (male and 

female he created cf. Genesis 1:27). Unlike Greek, there is no 

„neuter‟ gender in Hebrew. 

2.  Number 

There are three numbers in Hebrew: singular, dual and plural. For 

plural nouns, there are  regular plurals, irregular plurals, dual 

plurals, and  plurals functioning as singular nouns. 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Four/Plural_Nouns/plural_nouns.html
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3.  Person 

Hebrew nouns could be first person (referring to me), second person 

(you), and third person (he; e.g. John came). Normally these distinctions 

apply to the study of pronouns, but they are implicit in the grammar of 

the noun as well. 

4.  Case 

Case indicates the grammatical function of the noun in a sentence. 

The noun can be a subject of a sentence, an object in a sentence, or in a 

possessive relationship with an object (a “construct state”). 

Examples: 

Obi kicked the ball – (Obi is the subject, while the ball is the object) It 

is Tolu‟sְballְ– (Tolu’s ball or ball of Tolu is the construct state) 

In general Hebrew uses endings to indicate these various properties of 

nouns. By learning the root of the noun and its endings, you will begin 

to understand the way nouns function in Hebrew sentences. 

3.2 Derivation 

The vast majority of Hebrew nouns are derived from verbs; a few 
Hebrew nouns are derived from other nouns, while those for which 
no known derivation exists are called primitive nouns. 
1.1  Nouns derived from verbs include: 

בּדר  word    from    ּבּדר  he spoke ז רע  seed      from   זר ע  he sowed 

מלְך   king      from    מלְך  he reignd  בע ד  servant from    בעד  he 

served 
2.2  Nouns derived from other nouns include: 

קֹוּבר   a herdsman  from   ּב רק  a herd ּכרם  a vinedresser from   

ּכרם  a vineyard  תירא לי  Israelite  from    תי ארל  Israel 

3.3  Primitive nouns include: 

 hand ד י        mother םא         Father בא

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/Grammar/Unit_Four/The_Construct_Relation/the_construct_relation.html
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יםֹו                  son ןּב  day 
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ְל י לה   
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night 
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3.3 Gender 

In Hebrew there are two genders: masculine and feminine. There 
is no special termination for the masculine, but the feminine 
singular noun is recognized by 
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the accented ה termination. Here are few examples of masculine 

and feminine nouns: 

Masculine                           Feminine סּוס a horse                         סּוסה  

a mare  יאש  a man                          אה  a woman 

 a prophetess ה איבנ                  a prophet א יבנ
 

Classes of feminine nouns 

i.     Words ending in the ה or ת as in  סּוסה , mare;  חאֹתו , sister; 

ּבת , daughter. 

ii. Words  of  any  termination that  are  names  of  feminine  

creatures, as  םא, mother 

iii. Names of cities, countries which may be considered mothers of 

their inhabitants. As:  י ּורש לים , Jerusalem; י ה ּו ד ה , Judah;  יתאר ל , 

Israel; etc. 
iv. Names of organs of the body of men or animals, especially 

such organs as are double, as ְ יד  , hand; גרל , foot; also of other 

utensils or instruments used by man as: חרב , sword. 

v.    Names of things productive, the elements and unseen things 

as: ששמ , sun; 

נפש  , soul; אש , fire; ארץ ,ְearth 

In  all  these  classes  however,  there  are  numerous  exceptions;  
and  many words are of both genders, though in general where this 
is the case one gender is largely predominant in usage over the 
other. 
vi.   Feminine words usually assume the distinctive feminine 
termination in the 
plural. Many feminine nouns however have the masculine plural 
ending; and on the contrary many masculine words have the 
feminine termination in the plural, especially if they incline a 
feminine sense as in iv) or v) above. 
3.4 Number 

There are three numbers in Hebrew: singular, dual and plural. The 
dual is now very  much  in  disuse,  being  employed  mostly  to  
express  things  that  occur naturally or by use in pairs, as hands, 
feet, and shoes. 

(i) The feminine singular is formed by adding ה to the 

masculine. The plural 

masculine is formed by adding  י  ם  to the singular; and the plural 
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feminine by changing  ה into ֹתו , or by adding  ֹתו  to the singular 

if it has no feminine termination. 
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(ii) The  dual  is  formed  by  adding   ים  to  the  masculine  

singular  for  the masculine, and to the original feminine singular for 
the feminine. 
Example: 
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Singular Masculine בֹוט good סּוס horse Plural 

יבֹוטם   good 

 ,horses ם יסּוס 

Dual 
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Feminine  בֹוטה  good  סּוסה  mare 
 

בֹוטֹתו   good 

 mares תֹוסּוס
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יסּוסם   pair of horses       סּוסתםי  pair of mares 

(iii)     A few masculine nouns have plurals that end in תֹו, which 

is the ending normally used for feminine plurals. Example: 
Singular                Plural 

 fathers תֹוב א            father בא
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שם   name  ֹוקמם  place  ֹוקל  voice 
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ְש מתֹו  names  ְממֹוקֹתו places ְלֹוק ֹתו voices 
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(iv)           A  few  feminine nouns have  plurals that  end  in   ים ,  

which is  the ending normally used for the masculine plurals. 
Example: 
Singular                     Plural 

 women ם ישנ          woman הא
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 city ר יע
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 citiesם ירע ְ
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(v) Nouns with both masculine and feminine plural endings include: 
 

Singular                            Plural 

 generations תֹור ֹודְּ or ם ירֹוּדְ            generation ר ֹוּד
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 year ה נש
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orם ינשְְ  תֹונ ש ְְ
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years 
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4.0   CONCLUSION 

This  unit  discussed  Noun  properties,  namly:  Gender,  Number,  

Person  and  Case; 

including how Hebrew are derived, namely: Nouns derived from verbs, 

Noun derived 
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from  other  Nouns,  and  Primitive  Nouns,  which  are  Nouns  that  

have  no  known derivation. 

5.0   SUMMARY 

(a) General Properties of Noun include: 
1.  Gender (masculine or feminine) 
2.  Number (singular, plural or dual) 
3.  Person (first, second or third) 
4.  Case (subject, object or construct-possessive) 
 
 

(b) Noun Pluralization Rules 
 

Dual Plural Singular  

י ם  י  ם    
(none) Masculine 

י ם  ה                                                                  ְ  א ת תֹו    
Feminine 

 

6.0   SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

(1)      Provide the feminine equivalent of the following masculine 
nouns 
 

יאש   .1 מ ְלך  .2   סּוס  .3 

יבנ א   .4 ענ ר  .5   רת   .6 

 

(2)      Add the plural endings to the following words and indicate the 
gender of 
each 
 

א ה  .2 בא  .1 ּב ת   .3   

ספר   .5 סּוס  .4 מלְך   .6   

סּוסה   .7 יע ר   .8  ֹות ר ה   .9   

שם  .10 י ד  .11  גרל .12   

 

7.0   TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 

1)  Add the plural or dual endings to the following words and 
translate each plural or dual form: 

ֹות ר ה  .  .4 א         רץ   .3 םא           .2 יא           ם   .1  
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י ד   .5 יֹו ם   .6   
 

עץ   .8 ףנּכ .7  

יע ן   .9 יער  .10   
   

 

2)  Translate the following 
 

 

ּמה י םְְּהְךֹותב ּי ם  .1  
 

ְּבףֹועה מ ים  .2  

 

ה אַ֣נזי הְוםע ינ֣יַ ם  .3  
 

ּבה רי תְע ּמה־םל ְך  .4  

 

ינּב ם ְּוב נֹתו  .5  
 

צּמה ֹתו ְּב ּרֹות ה  .6  

 

ע פרןמְ ־ האמדה  .7  
 

יּב ֹבְּוםו ּיל ל ה  .8  

 

ה מ י הְוםץרא  .9  
 

ּמה כלי םְמ ריּשו ל י ם .10  

 

8.0   VOCABULARY 

חכם   .1  wise                2.    ֹודּג ל  great 

 voice ל ֹוק   .good                4 בֹוט  .3

עז   .5  strong                 6.    יה ה  he was, became 

קט ן  .7  small                8.   בר many, much, great 

 Moses ה שמ   .near              10 תֹור ק  .9

מר .11  bitter                 12. ְ יפ   beautiful, handsome, fair 

 ground, earth המדא .field              14 ה דש .13

נדאי  .15  Lord              16.  יהו ה  LORD (Pronounced Adonai) 

תּבר .17  flesh             18.  שיר  straight, right 

 soul, living being ש פנ .dust               20 ר פע .19

9.0   REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 
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UNIT 11     ADJECTIVE 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Adjective Properties 

3.2      Adjective Usage 

3.3      Patterns of Inflection 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

An adjective is a word that names a quality, or that defines or limits 
a noun. The adjective follows the noun it qualifies and agrees with it 
in number and gender. Hebrew adjectives function similarly to 

English adjectives with some variations. In English, adjectives appear 

before the noun they modify, but in Hebrew adjectives often 

appear after the noun they modify. 
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Example: 
 

 

 

 

2.0      OBJECTIVE 
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Translation              Adjective   Noun 

A good son                        בֹוט  ןּב 

A wise father                    ם כח   בא 
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At the end of this unit you should be able to: 

        Identify adjectival phrases and contructions in biblical Hebrew. 

        Apply the different usages of Hebrew adjectives. 
 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1     Adjective Properties 
 

Like the nouns they modify, adjectives have the following properties: 
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          Gender 

Hebrew adjectives have masculine and feminine gender, just like the 

noun they modify. While masculine nouns go with masculine 

adjectives, feminine nouns go with feminine adjectives. 

          Number 

Hebrew adjectives agree with their noun numbers. Singular nouns 

require singular adjectives; plural nouns require plural adjectives, and 

dual nouns with dual adjectives. 

                Definiteness 

Nouns can either be definite (either by taking the definite article or by 

being a proper noun) or indefinite. Attributive adjectives must agree 

with their nouns in definiteness, and therefore may appear with the 

article. 

3.2     Adjective Usage 

There are four basic ways adjectives are used: 
 

1)  Attribute Usage 

(a) Attributively, adjective follows the noun it qualifies and agrees with 

it in number, gender and definiteness. Examples: 

 a good manְ(expressed in Hebrew as „a man, a good one‟) ,ב ֹוְטשיא

 a good woman (expressed in Hebrew as “a woman, a ,הב ֹוטְהא

good one”) 
(b) When the noun is definite the adjective which qualifies it has the 

article. Examples: 

ה אְהשיטֹוב  , the good man ְ(expressed in Hebrew as ‘the man, the 

good (one)’) 

ה א הְ הט בֹוה  , the good woman ְ(expressed in Hebrew as ‘the 

woman, the good 
(one)’) 
(c) Agreement of noun and adjective must be carefully watched in 

those cases where masculine nouns have feminine endings in the plural, 

and feminine nouns have masculine endings in the plural. Example: 

 ;good fathers ,םי בֹוט ְתֹובא
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and not 
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 תו ֹבֹוט ְתֹובא 
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 ;great women ,תו ֹלֹוד ְגםיש נ 
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and not 
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שנ יְםג ד לֹוים  
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2)  Predicate Usage 
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Predicatively, the adjective precedes the noun. In Hebrew, predicate 

adjectives appear before the noun and agree in gender and number (but 

not definiteness). Note that predicate adjectives never take the definite 

article.Example: 

טבֹוְהא יש  , the man is good          (expressed in Hebrew as „good (is) 

the man‟) 

ט בֹוההְ אה  , the woman is good (expressed in Hebrew as „good (is) 

the woman) 

3)  Substantive Usage 

An adjective can stand alone and function as a noun. When it does so, it 

may function as the subject or object of a verb and it always appears 

with the definite article. 

When you encounter a definite adjective that does not seem to modify a 

noun within a sentence, it may be a substantive adjective. Translate the 

adjective with an implied “one” (for singular forms) or “ones” for plural 

forms. Examples: 

Feminine                                             Masculine 

The good (one)               ה בֹוט ה       The good (one)            ב ֹו טה       
Singular 

The good (ones)              תוֹבֹוט ה      The good (ones)          םי בֹוטה    
Plural 

4)  Comparative/Superlative Usage 

(a) In English, when we say, “The boys are stronger than the girls”, it is 

a comparative statement because of the word “stronger”. To make a 

comparative statements, Hebrew adjectives combines with the 

preposition “from” (min) to complete the construction by adding it to the 

word that acts as the object of the comparison. Examples: 

ּבה י ת ּגְ ד ְֹלו מ ןְהא ה ל  
The house big from the tent 

(meaning: The house is bigger than the tent) 
 

(b) When we say “Obi is the strongest boy in the class”, the word 

“strongest” depicts a superlative understanding. The Superlative Usage 

of the Adjective in Hebrew can be formed by placing the adverb meod 

(“very”) after an adjective. Examples: 

ֹטְמבו אד   Very good (or the best) 

3.3     Patterns of Inflection of Adjectives 
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(a) Adjectives must agree with the Noun they modify in gender and 

number. So the inflections of adjectives follow basically with that of 

Noun. That is, the endings of Adjectives (suffixes) are similar to that of 

Noun. 

Examples: 

Feminine        Masculine 

            …            הא
Singular 

 Plural      תֹוא            ם יא

 

 

Feminine       Masculine 

 Singular      ה בֹוט           בֹוט

 Plural     תו ֹבֹוט        ם יבֹוט 

(b) Adjectives must agree with the nouns they modify in gender and 

number. For example, consider the following adjective phrases. 

Examples: 
 

 

A good daughter  ְטתּב ֹבו ה  
 

A good son  ֹוְטןּב ב  

Good daughters נּב ֹו תֹוטְ ב תֹו  
Good sons  ינּב םֹוטְ ב ים  

 

4.0      CONCLUSION 
 

This unit confirms that Hebrew adjectives function similarly to English 

adjectives with some variations. Adjectival properties and usages and 

patterns of inflection of adjectives were also studied. 

5.0      SUMMARY 
 

(a) General properties of adjectives include: 

i.     Gender (masculine or feminine) ii.     Number (singular, plural or 

dual) iii.     Definiteness 

(b) Adjectival usage include: 
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i. Attributive usage. Adjectives that directly modify a 

noun are called “attributive” because they attribute a certain 

characteristic to a noun. Attributive adjectives have the following 

properties: 

  They follow the noun they modify 

  They agree with the noun they modify in: 

1.  Gender (masc / fem) 

2.  Number (sing / pl) 

3.  Definiteness (if the noun is definite, the adjective must be, too) 

ii. Predicative usage. In Hebrew, predicate adjectives can 

appear before or after the noun and agree in gender and number -- but 

not definiteness. Predicate adjectives use the word “is” with the 

adjective to form the predicate of a complete clause (subject+verb). 

Predicate adjectives have the following properties: 

  They appear before or after the noun they modify 

  They agree with the noun they modify in: 

1.  Gender (masc / fem) 

2.  Number (sing / pl) 

3.  but not in definiteness 

iii.     Substantive usage. An adjective can stand alone and function as a 

noun. 

When it does so, it may function as the subject or object of a verb, and 

it always appears with the definite article. When you encounter a 

definite adjective that does not seem to modify a noun within a 

sentence, it may be a substantive adjective. Translate the adjective with 

an implied “one” (for singular forms) or “ones” for plural forms. 

iv. Comparative/superlative  usage.  Adjectives  may  be  

used  to  make comparative statements. In Hebrew, comparisons are 

formed by adding the preposition (min) to the word that functions as the 

object of the comparison. Superlatives are formed by adding the adverb 

(meod) to the adjective. 
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(c) Pattern of Inflection. Since adjectives must agree with the noun they 

modify in gender and number, every adjective can take four possible 

forms: two for masculine nouns (singular and plural), and two for 

feminine nouns (singular and plural). These forms are changed by 

means of adding endings to the stem of the word, much in the same 

manner as endings are attached to nouns. 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 
 

        From the vocabulary you already know, create simple adjective 

phrases, 

such as “a good woman,” “the good woman,” “good women,” and 

“the good women.” Do this for the following nouns: 

 

1. Woman 2. Man 3.  City 

4. Jesus 5. Moses 6.  Land 

7. People    

 

Combine these nouns with the following adjectives: good, great, old, 

new, perfect, holy. 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

1.  Each of the following entries contains an adjective. In the space 
marked (a) indicate whether the adjective is used attributively (A) 
or predicatively (P). in the space marked (b) give the  gender of 
the adjective, and in (c) give its number. 
Example: 

from a distant land ה קֹו חְר ץראמ  ְ (Josh. 9:6) 
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(a)     A_ 
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(b) 
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fem_(c) 
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sing 
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 a little maid ה נ ּט קְ הרענ   .1
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(a)    
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(b)           
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(c)           
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 by a straight way ה רשְיְךר דּב   .2
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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 a great stone ה ל ֹודּגְ ןבא ְ   .3
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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 a new houseש ד ח ְת יבְּ   .4
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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ְעְּגריד לֹוה    .5 a great city 
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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 the day is nearם ו ֹיה ְב ֹורק ְ   .6
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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 the land was exceedingly goodדאמ ְדאמְ ץר אהְהבוט ְ   .7
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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 the good wayהב ֹוט ְהְךר ּד ה ְ   .8
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(a)    
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(b)          
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(c)          
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2.  From the vocabulary you already know, create 4 simple 

comparative adjective constructions. 

3.  From the  vocabulary you  already know, create 4  simple 

predicative adjective 

phrases, such as “a woman is good,” “the woman is good,” “the 

man is wise,” “Moses is old,” and “the kings are evil.” 

8.0      VOCABULARY 

 Good  בֹוט                                  Great, big  ל ֹודּג

 Much, Many  בר                                                Old  ןכז

 Fire  שא                                             New  ש דח

 Priest  ן הכ                                        Strong  ק זח 

 Horse  סּוס                                           Wise  ם כח

 Light  רוא                                   Beautiful  הפ י 

 Understanding  ה ניּב                        Very (adverb)  דאמ

 Place, Abode  ם ֹוקמ                                  Upright  ר שי

 Voice  ל ֹוק                                            Holy  ש ֹודק

 Prophet  א יבנ                                         Small  ן ֹוטק

 Righteous, Just  ק ידצ                           Evil, wicked  ער

 That  א ּוה                  Perfect, Complete  םי מת 
 

 
9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 
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UNIT 12     THE PRONOUN 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Properties of Pronoun 

3.2      Types of Pronouns 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0    References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

A pronoun is a word that stands in place of (“pro”) a noun. The word 

for which a pronoun stands (or refers back to) is called the antecedent 

of the pronoun. This unit studies the properties and types of Hebrew 

pronoun. 

2.0      OBJECTIVE 

This unit will equip the student to understand the different dynamics of 

pronouns in biblical Hebrew, ranging from pronoun properties, types of 

pronouns to pronominal endings. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      Properties of Pronoun 

Pronouns function more or less like Nouns. So they possess the same 

properties, namely: 

1.  Gender 

Gender refers to whether the pronoun is masculine or feminine. The 

gender of 

the pronoun is determined by the gender of the noun, which is its 

antecedent. 

2.    Number 

Singular or Plural pronouns agree with the singular or plural of the 

antecedent nouns. 

Examples: 

Paul went to University where he got his first degree. 

The soldiers fought gallantly, and they received the crown. 

(“Paul”ְ is the antecedent noun of the pronoun “he”ְ – singular; 

while the 

pronoun “they” corresponds with the antecedent noun “soldiers” – 

plural). 
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3.  Person 

A pronoun can be in the first person (I, We), second person (you – 

singular, you – plural), or third person (he/she/they). 

4.  Case 

A pronoun can be a subject of a sentence (he is a king), an object in a 

phrase or clause (John loves her), or in a possessive relationship with 

an object (his Hebrew book). 

3.2 Types of Pronouns 

Types  of  Hebrew  pronouns include:  Personal pronouns, 

Demonstrative pronouns, Interrogative pronouns, and Relative 

pronouns. 

(a) Personal Pronouns 

The following are the forms of the independent personal pronoun 

1 cs               י כ נא,ְינא      I           1 cp              ו ּנ א,ְּונ ח נ ְ,ּונ חנא    
We 

2 ms                         ה תּא    You        2 mp                                      ם תּא   
You 

2 fs                              ְת ּ א    You        2 fp                            ה נתא ,ְןתּא    
You 

3 ms                          א ּוה    He/it       3 mp                             ה מּה, ְםה   
They 

3 fs                             א יה   She/it      3 fp                                   ה נ ּה,ְןה   
They 

Notes: 
(i) The above forms of the personal pronouns are used only 
to express the nominative or a subject: they must not be put as 
oblique cases after a verb or preposition. 
(ii)   When not expressing the subject, the personal pronouns 
become attracted in a fragmentary form to the end of other words. 
The fragments are named pronominal suffixes (to be studied later) 
(iii)  Sentences that employ independent personal pronouns as 
subjects will often 
be verbless sentences (with the verb “to be” understood). 
Examples: 

  ר פע־יּכ  You are the man  ש יא הְ ה ת ּא I (am) the LORD  הו ה י ְינא
For you are dust 

 The LORD, he is God  ם יה ל ֹאהְ א ּוה ְהו הי 

(b)     Demonstrative Pronoun 
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The forms of the demonstrative pronouns are as follows: 
 

Singular                                           Plural 

Masc.               זה     this         Masc.              ּאהל  these 

Fem.               תא ז  this         Fem.               הלּא these 
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Note: 
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Masc.               ּוהא   that         Masc. Fem.                יהא   that         Fem. 
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) הּהמ )הם  

) ה ּנ הְ(הן  
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those those 
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(i) Like adjectives, demonstrative pronoun may be used 
attributively. They agree in gender, number and article with the 
nouns to which they refer. 
Examples: 

ּמהקֹו םְה זה    This place ה ראץ ְה ז א ת   This land  יּבֹוםְה הּוא   On 

that day 
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 איה הְריעּב 
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In that city 
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בּדּהירםְה ּאלה    These words 

עהיר םְה ּאלה    These cities 

 In those days  םה ְהם י מיּב

(ii)Demonstrative pronouns may also be predicatively. They agree 
in gender, number with the nouns to which they are linked, but 
they never take the article. 
Examples: 

 This (is) the land  ץראְהתא ז This (is) the day  ם ֹוי ְּההז

 That (is) the word  ר בּדהְ א ּוה

 That (is) the great city  ה ל דּגה ְר יעהְ א וה

 These (are) the words  ם יר בּדהְהל ּא
 

(c)  Interrogative Pronouns 

The following are the Hebrew Interrogative pronouns: 
 

 ?What  ה מ                                         ?Who  י מ

 ?Why  ה ּמל                                      ?Why  ע ּוּדמְ
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 ?Where  ה פיא                                   ?When  י תמ

 ?From Where  ן יאמ                                     ?How  ה כיא ְ/ְךְיא

 Interrogative particle  ־ ה                                        ?Where  ה נאְ /ְןא

 ?Where  ה יא                                    ?Where  יא

(c)     Relative Pronouns 

A relative pronoun (who, that, which) connects a modifying clause to an 

antecedent. This clause is called a relative clause since it “relates” the 

clause to the antecedent and modifies it adjectivally. For example: 

4.0      CONCLUSION 
 

This unit shows that Hebrew pronouns function more like Nouns, so 

they possess same properties like gender, number, person and case. The 

student should get aquainted with how they function for effective 

learning of the grammar. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

1)  General Properties of Pronouns include: 

a) Gender: Gender is a property that indicates the sex of the 

antecedent (masculine or feminine). 

b) Number: Number is the property that indicates whether the 

antecedent represents one (singular) or more than one (plural) object. 

c)  Person: Person refers to the relationship between the antecedent and 

the speaker. A pronoun can be in the first person, second person, or 

third person. 

d)  Case: Case indicates the grammatical function of the pronoun in a 

sentence. A pronoun can be a subject of a sentence (He is a king), an 

object in a phrase or clause (John loves her), or in a possessive 

relationship with an object (his Hebrew book). 

2)  Types of Pronouns include: Personal, Demonstrative, Interrogative, 

and 

Relative pronouns. 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

(1)     Translate the following into English: 
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ה נ ְהםיט בת ְהּאהל  (1  

 ה ת ּא ְקיּדצ (2

ּכ ימְ ל ְ ְּגךד ְאלֹונ י  (3  

יעלר ֹודּגהְ ל ה זהְ א ת (4  

 ה מ ְּהםיק זח־יכ  (5

ח כ מינְאם ח נּו  (6  

זח־יּכ קְה ּוא  (7  

 ם ְהם י רמְ יּכ  (8

יעהר ְהז א תקְ רב ה  (9  

ו אנ כיְנ ערקְ ןט           (10  
7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

(1)     Underscore the correct pronominal form in the following 
entries 

1)  ) ּכיקְ ט ןְ(ה ְ/ְאּוה יא                For he (is) small 

 that you (are) stubborn             הת ּא ְ/ְתּא (ְהש קְ י ּכ(  (2

י־יּכפ ְ(ההְ/ְאּוה או(מְ אד   (3        for she (was) very beautiful 

4)  ) י פ הְ(א ּת ה ְ/אְ ּת                   you (are) lovely 

 you (were) perfect (blameless)                תּאְ /ְה ת ּא(ְם ימת (  (5

(2)    Practice reading the Hebrew aloud. Cover the English 
translation and practice translating the Hebrew from sight 

האיְשמ ש ה ֹודּגְ ל ְמ אד           .1   The man Moses (was) very great 

 This great thing  ל ֹודּגה ְרבּדה ְ                              .2
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ּכ יֹורקְ ב ְה אּו .4  

 

For it (was) near 
 

יּכ ־ קריב ם ְהם  .5  
 

for they (were) near (neighbours) 

 

3.       ְ ְּגלְאיּכד ְילֹו ה הו ְּמו ְלך  

ְ דּגְֹלוע ל־ ּכל־ הלֹאי ם  
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For the Lord (is) a great God, and a great king above all gods. 
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8.0 VOCABULARY 

  Moses  ה שמ      Stone                                 10 (f)  ןבא

1 

 Prophet  א יבנ      Generation 11  ר ֹוּד  2
 Lad, youth  רענ       Jerusalem 12  וּרי ם יל ש  3
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 Thus                                        13  הּכ              4
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ענְר ה   
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Maiden, young woman 
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 Book  רפס      Bread                                      14  ם חל           5

 Lest  ן ּפ          Wilderness, desert             15  רּבדמ         6

 foot (f)  לגר       What?                                     16  ה מ              7

 ,Judgment  ט פּשמ   Who?                                      17  י מ               8
justice 

 ,law (f)  ה ר ֹות     Oil, fat                                     18  ן מש           9
Instruction 

9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 
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 ארב     from ארּב  

 ל דב     from ל יּדבמ  .

 ְךל ה     from ך ְל התמ  

 םק     from י תמ י קה  

 

UNIT 13     VERBS: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
 

CONTENT 
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3.1      Roots 

3.2      Classes of Verbs 
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3.4      Verb Stems 

3.5      Triliteral verb-stems 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 
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8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0    References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

A verb is a word or phrase that indicates what somebody or 
something does; what  state  somebody or  something is  in;  what  
is  becoming  of  somebody or something. The action word in a 
sentence is the verb. 
The general characteristics of the Hebrew verb include: roots, 
classes of verbs, tenses and verb stems. 
2.0      OBJECTIVE 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 Have a complete overview of Hebrew verbal system before an 

elaborate study is made on each of them. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      Roots 

All words (verbs and nouns) are derived from the roots. While there 

are a very few roots of four letters, most Hebrew roots consist of three 

or two letters, called radicals. 

Examples, 
 
 
 

The root is generally pronounced with the vowels of the third 
person singular masculine of the perfect tense, this being the 
simplest of all verbal forms. The root 
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is not in itself a word; it exists solely in the mind of the linguists. 

Example: באר  is a root, but the word is ּבאר  - he created. 

Many of the roots now appearing to triliteral, were once biliteral; 
their triliteral forms are a later development. Biliteral roots of the 
middle –vowel classes are commonly pronounced with the vowel of 

the infinitive construct. Example: מת  ,to die תּומ ְ  he died,  ישם  to 

put. 
For many words, the roots are difficult to locate. 
3.2      Classes of verbs 

(i) Triliteral.          The Hebrew verb is normally triliteral (i.e. when 
the root has three letters or consonants). This class is subdivided 
into three classes: 
a. Strong verbs (or regular verbs). These refer to those 
containing a consonant which will in any way affect the vowels 
usually employed in a given inflection. Example: 
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 ת בש 
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 קבדְּ
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 ל שמ 
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b.   Laryngeal (or guttural) verbs. These are the verbs whose 
roots contain one or more gutturals, which involve certain 
variations in vocalization from the strong verb. Example: 

ר חף  ה         רג  זע        ב   
c.  Weak verbs. These refer to those containing one or more 

consonants which may suffer assimilations (נ), contraction and 

elision (ו and י), or quiescence ( א). Such changes in the 

consonants affect the vowels seriously. Example: 

ּב אר צי         ר  נ         תן   
1) Biliteral.            This  refers  to  verbs  composed  of  two  
consonants in  their roots.  It  is  subdivided  into  two  classes:  (a)  
ayin-doubled  verbs,  and  (b) middle-vowel verbs. 

a.  Ayin-doubled verbs ( עע״ ).       These are verbs in which the 

second root consonant has been duplicated. They are also known 
as ‘Geminate verbs’. Example: 

נה ן               ;חלל               ;סבב  
b.  The middle-vowel verbs.           Here  the  vowel  element  is  
emphasized. 
Example: 

ְ   ְְְְְְְְ; ּיבן                ;תּומ  ְ י ת ים ְ  ;קםּו ְ  
3.3      Tenses 
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The  Hebrew verbs have  no  tenses strictly speaking. It  has  two  
forms,  which express not time but action. The one expresses a 
finished action, and is called PERFECT, the other an unfinished 
action, and is called the IMPERFECT. We shall reflect these as we 
progress in our study of Hebrew verbs. 
3.4      The verb stems 

The verb stems are the major conjugation patterns of Hebrew verbs. 
Hebrew uses mainly seven verb-stems, each representing a 
different aspect or development of the primary meaning of the verb. 
The simple verb-stem is generally identical with the root. The seven 
verb-stems are: Qal, Nif‘al, Pi‘el (or pôlēl), Pu‘al, Hif‘il, Hǒf‘al, and 
Hithpa‘el. 

(i) Qal ( קל ).It presents the verb in its simplest form, not 

encumbered with the 
additions (affixes or prefixes) characteristics of the other stems. 
Example: He killed. 

(ii) Nif‘al ( נ פעל  ).   This is the passive of the Qal stem. In all stems 

other than the 
qal, the stem name is formed from the paradigm-verb used by the 

Arabic and the  Jewish grammarians, namely,   עּפל  (pa‘al) –  did,  

performed. Thus the name of the stem is  נ פעל . Example: He was 

killed. 

(iii)     Pi‘el (or Pôlēl)  עפל ּ . The intensive active stem is called Pi‘el. 

The formal characteristic of this stem is the doubling or repetition 

of the second radical of the root. Example: קט ל  (qit-tēl). Example: 

He desrtroyed. 

(iv)     Pu‘al ( ל עפ).           The intensive passive stem is called 

Pu‘al. the formal 
characteristic of this root is the doubling or repetition of the 
second radical, 
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with ǔ  or o under the first radical. Example: ְק ט ל  

destroyed. 
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(qǔ t-tal). Example: He was 
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(v) Hif‘il ( ה פעל  ).  It is the causative stem of qal. The formal 

characteristic of this stem is  the  prefix ְ ה which undergoes 

modification in inflection. Example: 

ְ הקט לי  (hiq-tîl). Example: He caused death. 

(vi)     Hǒf‘al ( ה פ על  ).       The passive causative stem is called 

Hof‘al. the formal characteristic is the prefix ְה, which undergoes 

change in inflection. Example: 

(hǒ q-tal). Example: He was caused to kill. 

(vii)    Hithpa‘al ( ה תפ ע ל  ).         The intensive reflexive stem is 

called hithpa‘el. 

The formal characteristic of this stem is the prefix ְ הת   Joined to the 

pi‘el stem. Example: He killed himself. 
3.5      General view of the triliteral verb-stems 
 

S/N Name Original 
form 

Form in the 
perfect 

Force Characteristics 
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1 

 

Qal קט ל קט ל   
 

Simple root 
meaning 

 

None 

 

2 

 

Nif‘al נ קט ל נ קט ל   
 

Reflexive, 
reciprocal, 
passive 

 נ

 

3 

 

Pi‘ēl קט ל קט ל   
 

Intensive active 
Dagesh forte in 
second radical 

 

4 

 

Pu‘al קט ל קט ל   
 

Intensive passive 
 

Qibbus () 
and Dagesh forte 

 

5 

 

Hif‘il ה קט ל ה קט יל    
 

Causative active ְ ה 

 

6 
Hǒ f‘al ה קט ל ה קט ל   

 

Causative 
passive 

 ְה 

 

7 

 

Hith- pa‘el  ה תקט ל ה תקט ל    
 

Reflexive, 
reciprocal 

הת   and dagesh 

forte 

 

 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit studies the general characteristics of verbs in Hebrew, namely: 

roots, classes of verbs, tenses, verb stems and inflection. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The student is encouraged to memorize the general view of the trilateral 

verb-stems in Hebrew listed in the table below as they would form the 

basis for our study of Hebrew verbs: 
 

S/N Name Original 
form 

Form in the 
perfect 

Force Characteristics 

 

1 

 

Qal קט ל קט ל   
 

Simple root 
meaning 

 

None 

 

2 

 

Nif‘al נ קט ל נ קט ל   
 

Reflexive, 
reciprocal, 
passive 

 נ

 

3 

 

Pi‘ēl קט ל קט ל   
 

Intensive active 
Dagesh forte in 
second radical 

 

4 

 

Pu‘al קט ל קט ל   
 

Intensive passive 
 

Qibbus () 
and Dagesh forte 
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5 

 

Hif‘il ה קט ל ה קט יל    
 

Causative active ְ ה 

 

6 
Hǒ f‘al ה קט ל ה קט ל   

 

Causative 
passive 

 ְה 

 

7 

 

Hith- pa‘el  ה תקט ל ה תקט ל    
 

Reflexive, 
reciprocal 

הת   and dagesh 

forte 

 

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

        Give at least two examples of each of the following: 
1.          Triliteral verbs 
a.         Strong verbs 
b.         Guttural verbs c.         Weak verbs 
2.          Biliteral verbs 
a.         Ayin-doubled b.         Middle-vowel 
7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 
1)   Indicate beside each of the following verbs, the root consonants 

Example:       (כתב)            ּכתבּת י  

1.  )ְ מש ּרתם ְ(ְ)   .7 ש      ל ח ּיתְ(   

 ( ְְוּרמש        8 . ) ְְ(וּנבתּכ ְ(  .2
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 תּחקל ְְ)ְְ(  .3
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 לט קי ְ)ְ(  .9
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4.  )ְ ת ק ט לנה ְ(ְ) .10 ּב         רְ(א  

 (ְארק           11. ְ)ְ(ןתּלכא ְְ(  .5

 ְ(ְּוּכלה         12. ) ְ(ְְרמשנ ְ(  .6
2)  Indicate beside each of the following verbs whether it is weak or 
strong. 

ּברא  ( )  .1 , he created 
 

אכל  ( ) .2 , he ate 

קט ל  ( )  .3 , he killed 

 

שלח ( ) .4 , he sent 

י דע  ( )  .5 , he knew 

 

משל ( ) .6 , he ruled 

ע ת ה  ( )  .7 , he did 

 

שכב ( ) .8 , he lay down 

 

8.0      VOCABULARY 
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ל קח   .1  
 

he took 

 

מלְך  .2  
 

he reigned 

צמ א  .3  

 

he found 
 

נ פל  .4  

 

he fell 

בע ד   .5  

 

he served 
 

ע לה  .6  

 

he went up 

7.  ְ קרא  

 

he called 
 

ּפ קד  .8  

 

he visited, appointed 

ש כב  .9  

 

he lay down 
 

מש ע  .10  

 

he heard, obeyed 
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UNIT 14     THE QAL PERFECT INFLECTION (REGULAR 

VERBS) 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Qal Perfect Inflection 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0    References/Further Readings 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

Inflection is a change in the form of a word (typically the ending) to 

express a grammatical function or attribute such as tense, mood and 

person. In Hebrew verbs, there are two main inflections: Perfect and 

Imperfect. Perfect inflection is used to reflect a completed action, which 

is somehow similar to simple past tense in English grammar. While 

imperfect inflection reflects an incomplete action, otherwise future or 

continuing tense in English. This unit will focus on qal perfect inflection. 

2.0      OBJECTIVE 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 Understand the basic grammar of the qal verbal stem in 

expressing a simple past or completed action. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      The Qal Perfect Inflection (Regular verbs) 

Example 1 
 

Singular Plural 
Person Hebrew English Person Hebrew English 
 

3 m.s  ּכ תב  
 

He wrote 
 

 

3 c.p 

 

ּכתבּו   

 

 

They wrote  

3 f.s  ּכ תבה  
 

She wrote 
 

2 m.s ְ ּכתבּת   
 

You wrote 

 

2 m.p  ּכתבּת ם  
 

You wrote 
 

2 f.s ְ ּכתבּת   
 

You wrote 

 

2 f.p  ּכתבּת ן  
 

You wrote 
 

1 c.s  ּכתבּת י  
 

I wrote 

 

1 c.p  ּכתנבּו  
 

We wrote 
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Example 2 
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Singular                                                           Plural 
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3 m.s  He 

 

3 f.s ה She      
3 c.p                             They 

 

2 m.s 
2 f.s 

ְ 

ְ 

 

2 m.p 
2 f.p 

ת ם   

 ן ת 

 

You 
You 

 

 

Person Hebrew English Person Hebrew English 
 

3 m.s מש ר  
 

He kept 
 

 

3 c.p 

 

משרּו   

 

 

They kept  

3 f.s  מש רה  She kept 

 

2 m.s ְ מש ּרת   You kept 
 

2 m.p  משרּת ם  
 

You kept 
 

2 f.s ְ מש ּרת   You kept 
 

2 f.p  מש ּרתן  
 

You kept 
 

1 c.s  תרמש י  
 

I kept 

 

1 c.p  משרנּו  We kept 

 

Note: 
i.   The suffixes for the Qal perfect are as follows: 

 ּו 
 

 

 

1 c.s           ת י       I         1 c.p             נּו         We 

The abbreviations ‘c’ indicates a common gender, one that covers 
both masculine and feminine subjects; ‘ms’ = masculine singular; ‘fs’ 
= feminine singular; ‘mp’ = masculine plural; ‘fp’ = feminine 
singular. The number ‘3’, ‘2’, ‘1’ indicate whether it is third, second 
or first persons. 
ii.  The standard table of Hebrew verbs usually begins with the 

3ms (as  ּכתב , 

 since this is the simplest form of the verb and conveniently ,(רמש

serves as 
the basis for others. 
iii. The persons of the perfect are formed by taking the stem of 

the verb (3ms)  ּכת ב , or (רמש ,כתב) משר , and appending the 

suffixes to denote the person, gender and number. 
iv. Note the changes of pointing as the inflection progresses from 
3ms to other forms. 
v.  There is agreement in person, gender, and number between 
Hebrew verbs and their subjects. 
4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit discussed the qal perfect inflection of the strong or 

regular verbs. The suffixes for qal perfect represent the letters attached 

at the end of verb-stems that expresses different grammatical function 

in terms of gender and number. The student should study carefully the 

suffixes, which maintains the same order in all regular verbs. 
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3 m.s 
 

 

He 
 

3 f.s ה 

 

She 
 

2 m.s 
2 f.s 

ְ 

ְ 

 

2 m.p 
2 f.p 

ת ם   

ת ן   

 

You 
You 

 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The table below reviews the full qal perfection of full verbs in Hebrew: 
 

3 c.p            
      ּו

They 
 
 

1 c.s      י ת        I           1 c.p       ּונ       We 
 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

        Write the Qal Perfect Inflection of שכב , he lay down; מְלך  he 

reigned; 

and ל פנ, he fell. 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 
1.  Translate the following words to Hebrew: 
1.  He created the man                         2.  You ate the fruit 
3.  I revived the son                               4.  We will write the book 
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5.  She will remember the king and the horse. 
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6.  They knew the city and Judah 
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7.  They (m) will rule the earth         8.  You will rule in the earth 
9.  We ruled for Jerusalem                  10. They (f) sent the son to the 
house. 
2.  Give a rough translation of the following in English 

ְּ באריהֹלאְ ם אְ תהְ ימם   .1 (Gen.1:1) 

 (Gen.1:5) ה ל י ל ְ  ְארְקךְש חלו   .2

 (Job 1:16) ם ימה ־ ןמ ְהל פְנםיהלֹא  .3

משּרְּבו ר יתהֹלאְ י ם  .4  (Ps.78:10) 

 Deut (27:15)) ן מְאּורמאְ ם עה  .5

הואדם ְי ד ע   .6  (Gen.4:1) 

(*Note: Do the translation first before checking it out from the Bible 
passage in the parenthesis) 
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8.0      VOCABULARY 

 he, it was  ה יה      .he ruled                                  6 לשמ      .1

 he commanded  ה וצ      .he, it lived                              7  הי ח      .2

 he revived, was  ה ור      .he waited, hoped                   8  ה וק       .3
refreshed 

 he wrote ב תּכ      .he kept                                   9 רמש      .4

 he said רמא    .he ate                                      10 לכא      .5

9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
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MODULE 3 
 

Unit 15           How to Use the Hebrew Lexicon 

Unit 16           The Qal Imperfect Inflection (Regular Verbs) Unit 17           

Perfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 

Unit 18           Imperfect of the Remaining Verb Stems 

Unit 19           Pronominal Suffixes 

Unit 20           Imperatives 

Unit 21           Vav Consecutive 
 

UNIT 15     HOW TO USE THE HEBREW LEXICON 
CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      The Use of the Lexicon in the Location and 

Translation of Verbs 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0    References/Further Readings 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

The Hebrew lexicon is a type of dictionary containing a list of all 

possible key words in the language; it includes a definition of each 

word that can stand alone or be combined with other parts to produce 

words.   Available Hebrew lexicons include: Brown-Driver-Briggs  

Hebrew   Lexicon   (BDB);   Strong‟s  Concordance;   Cline‟s Concise 

Dictionary of Classical Hebrew; etc. The student should learn to make 

an analysis of every Hebrew verb forms; in this way, the use of Hebrew 

lexicon in translation will be fun. This unit will discuss tips on how to 

use the Hebrew lexicon for translation purposes. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

 Learn how to isolate and identify all prefixes and suffixes in 

Hebrew verbal forms 

        Reconstruct the root of a word. 
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 Learn how to find the root form in a reliable lexicon in order 

to determine its meaning. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1 The Use of the Lexicon in the Location and Translation of Verbs 

The following guidelines will help in the use of Hebrew lexicons for 

translation: 

1)  Identify and isolate all prefixes and suffixes (if any) on the verb 

form under 

consideration. For example, the word: 
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 ה רמשו ְ
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(and she kept), has the prefix ְו and the suffix ה 
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If we remove the prefix and the suffix, we now have three consonants 

משר  from which we can make a tentative reconstruction of the verb 

root.  Qal, Pi„el and Pu„aldo not carry prefixes in the perfect. The 

vav conjunction, though a prefix has no consequence on the verbal 

form. 

2)  In the absence of a prefix on the perfect (excluding the vav 

conjuction), the verbal form could likely be Qal, Pi„el, or Pu„al. Once it 

has been determined that the form is not prefixed, the verb is 

considered a Qal if there is no dagesh forte in the middle consonant. 

But if it does, the verb could either be 

Pi„el or Pu„al. Example, the verb root: 
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ְ ּמש ר  
Pu„al; 
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which has a dagesh forte in the middle letter is either a Pi„el or 
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But the verb root  רמשְ
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which has no dagesh forte is a Qal. 
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3)  Pay close attention to the prefix of different verbal stems which 

must be clearly isolated in determining the root of the perfect form, 

namely: 
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 נְְ  .1

2.  ְ ְהת   

ְ הְ  .3  

 הְ ְ  .4
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is the prefix for the Nif‟al perfect 

is the prefix for the Hitpa‟el perfect is the prefix for the Hif‟il perfect 

is the prefix for the Hof‟al perfect 
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3 m.s 
3 f.s 
2 m.s 

 

 ה
   ת ְ    

 

He 
She 
You 

 

 ּו 
3 c.p 

2 m.p        ם ת   

 

 

They 
You 

 

 

4)  Having identified and isolated all prefixes and suffixes, you should 

focus on the suffixes to determine the person, gender, and number of the 

form. Recall the table of Qal suffixes here: 
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2 f.s            ְּ ת      You        2 f.p           ן ת      You 

1 c.s      י ת        I           1 c.p       ּונ       We 

5)  Then  reconstruct  the  verb  root  from  the  remaining  consonants.  

In  the example used in 1) above, the remaining consonants are: משר . 
6)  Finally, use the Hebrew lexicon (e.g. BDB) to locate the verb 

root (e.g. 

משר ) to determine its meaning. It is advisable to use the verbal root in 

the 

3
rd 

person masculine singular Qal perfect form: רמש. 
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7)  Translating the sentence:  ְ רבדּה 
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 :will be as follows ה רמשו 
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We must note that the verb is the first word in the sentence. Isolating 

the prefixed vav conjunction (  we are left with ,(ה) and the suffix ,( וְ

three consonants  משר . Using the BDB to locate the 

3
rd  

person masculine singular Qal perfect form, which is ר מש, 

which means he kept; the suffix ה is 3
rd 

person feminie singular, 
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while  הְ ּבדר  ְו  
4.0      CONCLUSION 
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is a conjunction. So the full meaning of the sentence 

משור ה   is “and she kept the word”. 
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The units discussed the importance of Hebrew lexicon in the work of 

identifying, isolating and determining the meaning of a word in Hebrew. 

A good understanding of the Hebrew verbal forms will facilitate an 

effective usge of the lexicon in the work of translation of Hebrew texts. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

This unit has shown that the first step in translating a word using 

Hebrew lexicon is to identify and isolate all prefixes and suffixes. The 

remaining consonants, which is usually two or three in number is 

regarded as the root word. It is this form that is looked up in the 

lexicon, paying attention to the gender, number and person of the 

suffixes. 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

 Discuss the steps to the location and translation of verbs with the 

Hebrew lexicon. 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 
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1)  Identify the three root consonants in the following perfercts: 

משּר ת ְ   .2 שמה                      י לּו  .1  

שמל ּת ם  .4                      שנ   ּבּר ו  .3  

שמל ה   .6 ק                        דש נּו  .5  

ּפ ק דּת י   .8          ּכ              תבּתם   .7  

מולך  .10 ו                      קל ח ּתם   .9  
8.0      VOCABULARY 

 He (it) burned  רעּב                                       He went, walked  ך ְלה

 ,He mixed  לל ּב                                   He sought, inquired  שרּד

confounded 
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 He   was   strong,   mighty,   he  רבּג

prevailed 
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 He ate  לכא
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 He chose  ר חּב                                                     He stole  בנּג

 He trusted  חט ּב                        He tested, tried, examined  ן חּב

9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
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B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 
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1.0      INTRODUCTION 

We have noted earlier that Perfect inflection is used to reflect a 

completed action, which is somehow similar to simple past tense in 

English grammar; while Imperfect inflection  reflects  an  incomplete  

action,  otherwise  future  or  continuing  tense  in English. This unit 

will focus on Qal Imperfect inflection. One of the distinguishing marks 

of the Imperfect Inflection is the use of prefixes, which is not common 

with Perfects, which uses more of suffixes. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Identify and isolate prefixes and suffixes from Hebrew imperfect 

verbs 

       Distinguish between perfect and imperfect verbs. 

       Understand the function of imperfect verb inflections in Hebrew. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1 Qal Imperfect Inflection 

Our basis for the formation of Qal Imperfect Inflection is the use 

of Qal Perfect 

inflection form in the third person singular masculine verbal form. 

Example: ב ת 
(He wrote). This implies that Qal imperfect will be formed using the 

similar word in the perfect. ּכתב  
The table below shows the prefixes and suffixes in the Qal imperfect of 

the regular or strong verb 

Example 1:  בתּכ (he wrote) 

 

Singula 

Person 

r 

  Hebrew   

י  כּת ב 

ת  כּת ב 

ת  כּת ב 

ת  כּת ב י 

אּכבת  

 
English 

Plural 

Person 

 
  Hebrew   

י  ּכתב ּו 

ת  ּכתב נה 

ת  ּכתב ּו 

ת  ּכתב נה 

נכּת ב   

 
English 

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 

He shall write She 

shall write You shall 

write You (f) shall 

write 

I shall write 

 

3 mp 

3 fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

They shall write 
They (f) shall write 

You shall write You 

(f) shall write We 

shall write 
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Example 2:  מלְך  
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(he reigned) 
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Singular 

Person   Hebrew     English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew         English 

3 ms           ךלֹמי  He shall reign 

3 fs          ךלֹמת  She shall reign 

2 ms         ךלֹמת  You (m) shall reign 

2 fs         י כלמת  You (f) shall reign 

1 cs          ךלֹמא  I shal reign 

3 mp             וּכלמי  They (m) shall 

reign 

3 fp         ה נכלֹמת  They (f) shall reign 

2 mp            וּכלמת  You (m) shall reign 

2 fp         ה נכלֹמת  You (f) shall reign 

1 cp               ךלֹמנ  We shall reign 

 

3.2 Important features to note 

1)     The singular prefixes for Qal imperfect are yod, three tavs, and 

„alef 

2)     The plural prefixes are yod, three tavs, and nun. 

3)     The vowel hireq appears in all the prefixes except in the „alef of 

(1 cs), because „alef is a guttural that requires a s
e
gol rather than a hireq. 

4) There is only one suffix in the singular, which is hireq-yod 

 .found in the second person feminine singular (י  )

5)     The plural inflections have suffixes in the first four forms namely: 

 ,ּו 

נה  ,ּו  ,נה  . The first person common plural form (1 cp) has no suffix. 

6) The  forms  for  the  third  person  feminine singular and  

the  second person masculine singular are identical. The same is true for 

the third person feminine plural and the second person feminine plural. 

The context will  almost always determine how  to  distinguish 

between these identical forms. 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit has shown that Qal Imperfect inflection is mainly used to 

express a simple future action or an action which has not been 

completed or has been repeated. This early understanding of the Qal 

imperfect is preparatory to understanding other meanings of the 

imperfect verbs in Hebrew, which the student will be acquainted with in 

due course. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Qal 

Imperfect inflection of 

Hebrew verbs are summarized in the table below: 
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      Singular   

 ְי  _ _ _

 ת ְ _ _ _

_ _ _ ְ י  ת   _  

 ת ְ _

   א ְ _ _ _    

                  Plural   

ת ְ  _ _ _ נה י  ְ  ּו _ _ _   

ת ְ  _ _ _ נה ת  ְ  ּו _ _ _   

   נ ְ _ _ _                  

 
 

3ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

  

3 mp 

3fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 Without  looking  at  the  examples  in  the  study  manual,  

write  the  full  Qal Imperfect inflection of  ּכתב  (he wrote), and  מ לְך  
(he reigned), translating each of the forms. 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 
 

Inflect and translate the following strong verbs to full Qal Imperfect 

inflection: 
 

ְזרכ  .1  he remembered 

 he kept ל משְ  .2

 he judged ט פשְ  .3
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 ת בשְ  .4
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he rested 
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 he ruled ל שמְ  .5

8.0      VOCABULARY 

 He uncovered, revealed  הלג                                      He redeemed  לאּג

   He   dealt    generously  למּג                                           Redeemer  לאֹוּג

with, repaid 

    ,He    diminished  ע רּג                            He was high, proud  ּהבּג

restrained, withdrew 
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 He   was   strong,   mighty,   he prevailed  רבּג
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 He drove out, cast out  שרּג
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 He rebuked  רעּג                                 He hewed down  עדּג

9.0      REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
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UNIT 17     PERFECT OF THE REMAINING VERB STEMS 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Nif„al Perfect Inflection 

3.2      Pi„el Perfect Inflection 

3.3      Pu„alPerfect Inflection 

3.4      Hitpa„el Perfect Inflection 

3.5      Hif„il Perfect Inflection 

3.6      Hof„al Perfect Inflection 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0      References/Further Readings 
 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

The different verbal stems in Hebrew represent the different tenses, 

moods and expressions found in the language or the functions 

performed by Hebrew verbs, which do not exactly follow the pattern of 

English verbal inflections. Recall the study on the study of general 

characteristics of Hebrew verbs. The verbal stems are Qal, Nif„al, 

Pi„el, Pu„al, Hitpa„el, Hif„il, and Hof„al. Earlier, we studied the verb: 

Qal, which forms the basis for the inflection of other verb stems. This 

unit will study Nif„al, Pi„el, Pu„al Hitpa„el, Hif„il, and  Hof„al verbs  

stems.  The  key  to  mastering  all  other inflections of Hebrew verbs is 

mastering the Qal perfect inflection of the strong verb. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Translate the perfect forms of Nif„al, Pi„el, and Pu„al verbs. 

       Translate the perfect forms of Hitpa„el, Hif„il, and Hof„al verbs 

stems. 

       Identify the functions of these verb stems 
 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      Nif„al Perfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Nif„al 

perfect inflections of 

Hebrew verbs are summarized in the table below: 
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ְNif„al Perfect Inflection  נ פעל  

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew     English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew         English 

3 ms          ל שמנ  He was ruled 

3 fs        ה לשמנ  She was ruled 

2 ms       ת ְ ל שמנ  You were ruled 

2 fs        ְת ּלשמנ  You were ruled 

1 cs      י ת ּלשמנ  I was ruled 

3 cp            וּלשמנ  They were ruled 

 

2 mp       ם תּלשמנ  You were ruled 

2 fp          ן תּלשמנ  You were ruled 

1 cp           וּנלשמנ  We were ruled 

 

Note: 

1)  The Nif„al functions as  the  simple  passive, in  contrast to  Qal,  

which 

functions as the simple active. 

2)  The Nif„al perfect third masculine singular form has the same 

vowels as 

found in the name of the stem ( שמנל – נפעל   ). 

3)  The prefix  נ combines with the first root consonant to form a  

closed syllable (e.g.  ְ נמ )  and  this  continues unchanged throughout 

the  Nif„al perfect inflection of שמל  
4)  In all respects Nif„al forms are identical to Qal perfect forms. 
 

3.2      Pi„el Perfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Pi„el perfect 

inflections of 

Hebrew verbs are summarized in the table below: 

Pi„el Perfect Inflection  עּפ ל  

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
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Singular 
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Plural 
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Person  Hebrew    English                       Person  Hebrew        

English 

3 ms            למ  He ruled (with force)                3 cp              וּלמ  They 

ruled (with force) 

3 fs         ה למ  She ruled (with force) 

2 ms        ְת ּלמ  You ruled (with force)             2 mp         ם תּלמ  You 

ruled (with force) 

2 fs         ְ ת ּלמ  You ruled (with force)               2 fp            ן תּלמ  You 

ruled (with force) 
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1 cs        י ת ּלמ  ruled (with force)                      1 cp            ו ּנלמ  We 

ruled (with force) 

Note: 

1)  Pi„el is an intensive active stem, which is causative in nature (e.g. 

מ ל  he ruled with force). 

2)  The middle consonant of the verb root is doubled as in מל . 

3)  Shares  the  doubling  of  middle  consonant  in  common  with  

Pu„al and 

Hitpa„el. 

4)  Pi„el has no prefix in the perfect, just like Qal and Pu„al. 
 

3.3      Pu„alְPerfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Pu„al 

perfect inflection of 

Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 
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Pu„alְPerfect Inflection ל 

Qal perfect form שמל  (he ruled) 

Singular 
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Plural 
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Person  Hebrew    English                       Person  Hebrew        

English 

3 ms            למ  He was ruled (with force)         3 cp              וּלמ  They 

were ruled (with force) 
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3 fs         ה למ  She was ruled (with force) 

2 ms        ְת ּלמ  You were ruled (with force) 

2 fs         ְת ּלמ  You were ruled (with force) 
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2 mp         ם תּלמ  You were ruled (with force) 

2 fp           ן תּלמ  You were ruled (with force) 
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1 cs        י תּלמ  I was ruled (with force)             1 cp            וּנלמ  We 

were ruled (with force) 

Note: 

1)  Pu„al is the intensive passive of Pi„el. 

2)  It has no prefix in the perfect. 

3)  Qibbuts appears under the first root consonant in all forms of the 

Pu„al 

perfect. 

4)  The middle root consonant is doubled as in מל  
5)  Pu„al perfect is patterned after the Qal perfect 
 

3.4      Hitpa„elְPerfectְInflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Hitpa„el 

perfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 
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Qal perfect form לש 
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Hitpa„elְPerfect Inflection  התּעפ ל  
(he ruled) 
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Singular 
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Plural 
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Person  Hebrew        English                    Person  Hebrew          

English 

3 ms           ל  מתה  He ruled himself                    3 cp           ו ּל מת ה  
They ruled themselves 

3 fs         ה ל מתה  She ruled herself 
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2 ms 
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 You ruled  ם ת ּל מתה      You ruled yourself               2 mp  ת ְ  ל מתה 

yorself 
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2 fs        ְת ּל מתה  You ruled yourself                2 fp       ן תּל מתה  You 

ruled yourself 

1 cs      י תּל מתה  ruled myself                          1 cp        וּנל מתה  We 

ruled ourselves 

Note: 

1)  Hitpa„el verb forms normally express a reflexive action, that is an 

action 

performed by the subject upon himself/herself. 

2)  All  Hitpa„el perfect froms  are  prefixed with  ְ הת   which  is  a  

closed syllable. 

3)  The patach under the first root consonant of the third masculine 

singular 

form is continued in all other forms of the Hitpa„el. 

4)  The middle root consonant is doubled in all Hitpa„el forms. 
 

3.5      Hif„ilְPerfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Hif„il 

perfect inflection of 

Hebrew verbs are summarized in the table below: 

Hif„ilְPerfect Inflection  ה פע יל  

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
 

 
Person 

Sing 

  Hebrew   

ישמה  ל 

 ְת ישמה  ל ה 

שמה ל   

ְ שמה  ל ּת 

שמה ל ּת י   

ular 

English 

 
Person 

Plu 

  Hebrew   

ישמה ל ּו   
 

שמה  ל ּת ם 

שמה  ל ּתן 

שמה לנ ּו   

al 

English 
 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 

He caused to rule She caused 

to rule You caused to rule 

You caused to rule 

I caused to rule 

 

3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

They caused to rule 

 

You caused to rule You 

caused to rule We caused to 

rule 

 

Note: 

1)  Hif„il verbs normally serve as the causative active of the Qal. 
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2)  The Hif„il stem is prefixed with ְה throughout the perfect inflection. 

3)  Hif„il perfects are patterned after Qal perfects 
 

3.6      Hof„alְPerfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Hof„al 

perfect inflection of 

Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 
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Hof„alְPerfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
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ְה פעְל   
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Person 

Sing 

  Hebrew   

שמה  ל 

 ְת שמה  לה 

שמה ל   

ְ שמה  ל ּת 

שמה ל ּת י   

ular 

English 

 
Person 

Plu 

  Hebrew   

שמה לּו   
 

שמה  ל ּת ם 

שמה  ל ּתן 

שמה לנ ּו   

al 

English 
 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 

He was caused to rule She 

was caused to rule You were 

caused to rule You were 

caused to rule 

I was caused to rule 

 

3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

They were caused to rule 

 

You were caused to rule 

You were caused to rule 

We were caused to rule 

 

Note: 

1)  Hof„al is the passive of Hif„il . 

2)  All Hof„al perfects are prefixed with ְ ה 
3)  In  all  other  respects,  Hof„al perfects  are  patterned  after  Qal 

perfects. 
 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit discussed other Hebrew perfect stems apart from Qal, 

namely: Nif„al, Pi„el and Pu„al, Hitpa„el, Hif„il and Hof„al. Whereas 

Nif„al functions as a simple passive, Pi„el and  Pu„al function  as  

intensive  active,  and  intensive  passive  respectively. Hitpa„el 

functions as a reflexive action, Hif„il function as causative active, 

while Hof„al functions as causative passive. The basis for forming the 

perfect inflection of the remaining verb stems is the Qal perfect third 

person masculine singular. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The tables below summarize our study of Nif„al, Pi„el, Pu„al, 

Hitpa„el, Hif„il and 

Hof„al perfect verbs. Please note the prefixes and suffixes: 
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1)  Nifal Perfect Inflection ל עפנ 
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ ְ נ ְ  _ _ הנ    

 ת ּ _ _ _  ְנ ְ

ְ נ ְ  _ _ _ תי נ  ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

נ ְ  ּו _ _ _   
 

תן נ ְ   _ _ _ תם   _ _ 

_ ְ נ ְ  _ _ _ נּונ    

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

2)  Pi„el Perfect Inflection  ל עּפ 
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ 

 _ _ ה

 _ _ _ ּת ְ

 _ _ _ ת ְּ

תי   _ _ _ 

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ּו
 

תן  _ _ _ תם   _ _ 

נ ּו _  _ _ _ 

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

3)  Pu„al Perfect Inflection Inflection ל עּפ 
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ 

 _ _ ה

 _ _ _ ת ְּ

 _ _ _ ּת ְ

תי   _ _ _ 

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ּו
 

תן  _ _ _ תם   _ _ 

נ ּו _  _ _ _ 

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

4)  Hitpa„el Perfect Inflection  ה ּתפע ל  
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ ְ   _ _ ה הת 

ְ ה ת   

ְ ה ת ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

ְ ה ת ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

ה ת ְּו _ _ _    
 

ת ן ה  ת ְ  _ _ _ ת ם   

_ _ _ ְ ה ת   

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 
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1 cs             1                 י ת _ _ _  ְת ה cp                _ _ _ ּונ

ְ ה ת   

5)  Hif„il Perfect Inflection  ל יע פה 
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ ְ ה ְ  _ _ הה    

 ת ּ _ _ _  ְה ְ

ְ ה ְ  _ _ _ תי ה  ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

ה ְּו _ _ _    
 

תן  ְה  _ _ _ תם   _ 

ְה נ _ _ _  ּו ְה  _ _  

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

6)  Hof„al Perfect Inflection ל עפה 
 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ ְ ה ְ  _ _ הה    

ְ ה ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

ְ ה ְ  _ _ _ תי ה  ְ  _ _ _ ּת   

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

ְה ּו _ _ _    
 

תן ה ְ   _ _ _ תם   _ _ 

_ ְ ה ְנ _ _ _  ּוה    

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 cp 
 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

       Write the full perfect inflection of the verb משל , (he ruled), in 

each of the 

following stems, indicating the person, gender, and number of form, 

without looking at the example in the manual. 

(1) Nif„al       (2) Pi„el       (3) Pu„al       (4) Hitpa„el   (5) Hif„il      (6) 

Hof„al 
 

7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

a)        Indicate the stem to which each of the following perfect belongs. 

Example:      לשמ  Qal 
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 שקּּב  (1

       ד י משה  (3

         ת ּדּמלְ  (5

          ח קּל  (7

         וּרּבּד  (9
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 ם ת ּלשכה   (2

          וּנרכּמנ  (4

         ם תּלפּס  (6

          ה רתּסנ  (8

         י תּעמש(10
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b)        Indicate the three root consonants in each of the following 

perfects. 
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Example:      וּלשמנ     -      לשמ  

 י ת ּעמש  (1

נ תרכ  (3  

5)  ְ  דּמלּת 

 י ת ּשּדק  (7

 וּרּבּד   (9
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לּקח   (2  

מנ ּכרנּו  (4  

ּספלּת ם   (6  

 ה רתּסנ   (8

 ה לּדּג (10
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8.0      VOCABULARY 

                                                          They  ה ּמה, ְםה This  הז                                                     he praised  ל לה 

 Gold  בהז
 To  בּוז                                                       they (f)  ה נה,ְןה

flow 
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 ,He murmured, growled  ה מה

roared 
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 Olive-tree  תיז
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 Male  רכז                                ,Sound, murmur, roar  ן ֹומה

 Bear (m and f)  בּד                              He uncovered, revealed  הלג

 ,He cleaved, clung to  קבּד                                         exile, exiles (f)  הלֹוּג

kept close 

 Word  רבּד                               A heap, wave, billow  לּג

 Honey  שבּד                                        He rolled away  ללּג

 Fish  גּד                                                             Idols  םילּול ּּג

9.0    REFERENCES/FURTHER READINGS 
 

Ajah, Miracle 2011. Old Testament Hebrew, An Introductory Grammar 

(Book I and 

II). Aba: Reinoma Services. 

Allen Ross 2001. Introducing Biblical Hebrew. Grand Rapids: Baker 

Kelly, P. H 1992. Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar. Grand 

Rapids: William 

B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. 

Learn Hebrew online free (http:\\ www.Hebrew4Christians.com) 

English to Hebrew Translation 

(http:\\translation.babylon.com/English/to-hebrew). 

http://www.hebrew4christians.com/
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UNIT 18     IMPERFECT OF THE REMAINING VERB 

STEMS 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Nif„al Imperfect Inflection 

3.2      Pi„el Imperfect Inflection 

3.3      Pu„alImperfect Inflection 

3.4      Hitpa„el Imperfect Inflection 

3.5      Hif„il Imperfect Inflection 

3.6      Hof„al Imperfect Inflection 

4.0      Conclusion 

5.0      Summary 

6.0      Self-Assessment Exercises 

7.0      Tutor-Marked Assignments 

8.0      Vocabulary 

9.0    References/Further Readings 

 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

Whereas Perfect inflection is used to reflect a completed action, 

Imperfect inflection reflects an incomplete action. An earlier unit 

studied Qal Imperfect inflection. The Imperfects of the remaining verb 

stems will be studied in this unit. The imperfect prefixes and suffixes 

have the same consonants in all stems of the verb. The vowels of the 

suffixes are the same for all stems. However, the vowels of the prefixes 

differ from stem to stem. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Identify and isolate prefixes and suffixes from Hebrew imperfect 

verbs 

       Distinguish between perfect and imperfect verbs. 

       Understand the function of imperfect verb inflections in Nif„al, Pi„el 

and Pu„al. 

       Understand the function of imperfect verb inflections in Hitpa„el, 

Hif„il and 

Hof„al. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 
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3.1      Nif„al Imperfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Nif„al 

imperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 

ְNif„al Imperfect Inflection  נפעל  

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew       English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew         English 

3 ms           ל שּמי  He shall be ruled 

3 fs           ל שּמת  She shall be ruled 

2 ms          ל שּמת  You shall be ruled 

2 fs         י ל שּמת  You shall be ruled 

1 cs           לשּמא  I shall be ruled 

3 mp            וּל שּמי  They shall be ruled 

3 fp        ה נ לשּמת  They shall be ruled 

2 mp           וּל שּמת  You shall be ruled 

2 fp        ה נ לשּמת  You shall be ruled 

1 cp              ל שּמנ  We shall be ruled 

 

Note: 

1)  The Nif„al imperfect functions as the simple passive action in the 

future time. 

2)  The prefix vowel for the Nif„al imperfect is hireq in all forms 

except first 

person common singular, where it is s
e
gol. 

3)  A dagesh forte is placed in the first consonant of the verb root in the 

Nif„al imperfect to compensate for the original ְנ that dropped out. For 

instance:  ישמנל  has become שּמי ל  
3.2      Pi„el Imperfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Pi„el 

imperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 

ְPi„el Imperfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form שמל  (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew       English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew         English 

3 ms           ל מי  He shall rule 

(intensive) 

3 fs           ל מת  She shall rule 

(intensive) 

3 mp              וּל מי 

3 fp          ה נ למת 

 

They shall rule 

(intensive) 

They shall rule 

(intensive) 
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2 ms  מת ל  
 

You shall rule 

(intensive) 

 

2 mp  מת ל ּו  
 

You shall rule 

(intensive) 
 

2 fs  מת ל י  
 

You shall rule 

(intensive) 

 

2 fp  מת ל נ ה  
 

You shall rule 

(intensive) 
 

1 cs מא ל  
 

I shall rule 

(intensive) 

 

1 cp  מנ ל  
 

We shall rule 

(intensive) 

 

Note: 

1)  Pi„el imperfect may be translated as a simple intensive action in 

the future 

time. 

2)  The two distinguishing characteristics of the Pi„el imperfect are 

the sheva under the first prefixed consonant, and the doubling of the 

middle consonant of the verb root. 

3)  The simple sheva in the first prefixed consonant changes to hatef-

patach in the first person common singular because of the guttural alef. 

3.3      Pu„alְImperfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of 

Pu„alimperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table 

below: 

ְPu„alְImperfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew       English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew         English 

3 ms           ל מי  He shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

3 fs           ל מת  She shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

2 ms          ל מת  You shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

2 fs         י ל מת  You shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

1 cs           למא  I shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

3 mp            וּל מי  They shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

3 fp         ה נ ל מת  They shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

2 mp           וּל מת  You shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

2 fp         ה נ ל מת  You shall be ruled 

(intensive) 

1 cp              ל מנ  We shall be ruled 

(intensive) 
 

Note: 
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1)  The distinguishing characteristics of the Pu„alimperfect are the 

sheva after the prefix consonant, the qibbuts after the first root 

consonant, and the doubling of the middle root consonant. 

2)  The  Pu„alimperfect  is  the  passive  of  the  Pi„el  imperfect, 

translated as the simple intensive in the future time. 
 

3.4      Hitpa„elְImperfectְInflection 
 

The  prefixes  (preformatives)  and  suffixes  (afformatives)  of  

Hitpa„el  imperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the 

table below: 

ְHitpa„elְimperfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form לשמ (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew        English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew            English 

3 ms          ל מ תי  He shall rule 

himself 

3 fs          ל מ תת  She shall rule herself 

2 ms         ל מ תת  You shall rule 

yourself 

2 fs         י ל מ תת  You shall rule 

yourself 

1 cs         ל מתא  I shall rule myself 

3 mp             וּלמ ת י  They shall rule 

themselves 

3 fp         ה נ למ תת  They shall rule 

themselves 

2 mp           וּלמ תת  You shall rule 

yourselves 

2 fp        ה נלמ תת  You shall rule 

yourselves 

1 cp              ל מתנ  We shall rule 

ourselves 

 

Note: 

1)  Hitpa„el imperfect is normally reflexive in meaning, expressing a 

simple action in the active voice. 

2)  Hitpa„el imperfect verb has longer prefix ( ְ ְנת ְ ,ְ תא ְ ,ְ ּ ת ת ְ ,תי   ), and 

the doubling of the middle consonant of the verb root. 

3.5      Hif„ilְImperfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Hif„il 

imperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs are summarized in the table below: 

ְHif„ilְimperfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form שמל  (he ruled) 

Singular                                                            Plural 
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Person   Hebrew        English Person   Hebrew            English 

3 ms            ל י שמי  He shall cause to rule 

3 fs            ל יש מת  She shall cause to 

rule 

2 ms           ל יש מת  You shall cause to 

rule 

2 fs          י ליש מת  You shall cause to 

rule 

1 cs           ל ישמא  I shall cause to rule 

3 mp             וּלי שמי  They shall cause to 

rule 

3 fp            ה נ לשמת  They shall cause 

to rule 

2 mp            ו ּליש מת  You shall cause to 

rule 

2 fp           ה נ לשמת  You shall cause to 

rule 

1 cp                ל ישמנ  We shall cause to rule 

 

Note: 

1)  The Hif„il imperfect is characterized by patach in  the prefix 

syllable and hireq-yod in the second syllable. 

2)  The Hif„il imperfect normally serves as the causative of Qal 

imperfect, a simple action in the future time. 

3.6      Hof„alְImperfect Inflection 

The prefixes (preformatives) and suffixes (afformatives) of Hof„al 

imperfect inflection of Hebrew verbs is summarized in the table below: 

ְHof„alְimperfect Inflection 

Qal perfect form שמל  (he ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew        English 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew            English 

3 ms             ל שמי  He shall be 

caused to rule 

3 fs             ל שמת  She shall be caused to 

rule 

2 ms             ל שמת  You shall be caused 

to rule 

2 fs           י ל שמת  You shall be caused 

to rule 

1 cs            לשמא  I shall be caused to 

rule 

3 mp                וּל שמי  They shall be 

caused to rule 

3 fp            ה נ לשמת  They shall be caused 

to rule 

2 mp              וּל שמת  You shall be caused 

to rule 

2 fp           ה נ לשמת  You shall be caused 

to rule 

1 cp                 ל שמנ  We shall be caused to 

rule 
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Note: 

1)  The Hof„al imperfect is the passive of the Hif„il imperfect, that is 

a causative passive in the future time. 

2)  The distinguishing characteristics of the Hof„al imperfect are 

qamets-chatuf as the prefix vowel and patach as the vowel between the 

second and third consonants of the verb root. 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit discussed other Hebrew imperfect stems apart from Qal, 

namely: Nif„al, Pi„el, Pu„al, Hitpa„el, Hif„il and Hof„al. Whereas 

Nif„al functions as a simple passive in the future time, Pi„el and Pu„al 

function as future intensive active, and future intensive passive 

respectively. Hitpa„el functions as a reflexive in the future time, 

Hif„il, as future causative active, and Hof„al function, as future 

causative passive. The basis for forming the perfect inflection of the 

remaining verb stems is the Qal perfect third person masculine singular. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

The tables below summarize our study of Nif„al, Pi„el, Pu„al, 

Hitpa„el, Hif„il and 

Hof„al imperfect verbs. Please note the prefixes and suffixes: 

1)  Nif„al Imperfect Inflection 
 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

 ְי  _ _ _

 ת ְ _ _ _

_ _ _ ְ ת ְ  _ _  י ת    

 א ְ _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ה  י ְ  ּו _ _ _ 

 ת ְ

 _ _ _ ְ ה ת  ּו _ _ _ 

 ְת 

 נ ְ _ _ _

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 mp 

3 fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

2)  Pi„el Imperfect Inflection 
 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

 ְי  _ _ _

 ת ְ _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ה  י ְ  ּו _ _ _ 

 ת ְ

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

 3 mp 

3 fp 
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2 ms                     _ _ _ ְ2                ּ ת mp                  ְ ּו _ _ _  ת 
2 fs                       2                 ּ י  _ _  ְת fp                 ְ ה _ _ _ ת 
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1 cs                      _ _ _ ְ א 
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1 cp                       _ _ _ 
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3)  Pu„alImperfect Inflection 
 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

 ְי  _ _ _

 ת ְ _ _ _

_ _ _ ְ ת ְ  _ _  י ת    

 ְא  _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ה  י ְ  ּו _ _ _ 

 ת ְ

 _ _ _ ְ ה ת  ּו _ _ _ 

 ְת 

 נ ְ _ _ _

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 mp 

3 fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

4)  Hitpa„el Imperfect Inflection 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

_ _ _ ְ י ת   

 ת ת ְ _ _ _

_ _ _ ְ   _ _  י ת  ת 

ְ ת ת   

 ת א ְ _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

י ה ת ְּו _ _ _     _ 

_ _ ְ ת ּו _ _ _  ת 

ְ ת ת   

ת ת ְ  _ _ _ ה  

 ת נ ְ _ _ _

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 mp 

3 fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

5)  Hif„il Imperfect Inflection 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

 י ְ _ _ _

 ת ְ _ _ _

_ _ _ ְ ת ְ  _ _  י ת    

 א ְ _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

 _ _ _ ה  י ְ  ּו _ _ _ 

 ת ְ

ת ְ  _ _ _ הת  ְּו _ _ _    

 נ ְ _ _ _

 

3 ms 

3 fs 

2 ms 

2 fs 

1 cs 

 3 mp 

3 fp 

2 mp 

2 fp 

1 cp 

 

 

6)  Hof„al Imperfect Inflection 

 
Person 

Singular 

           Hebrew   

 י ְ _ _ _

  
Person 

Plural 

  Hebrew   

י ְ  ּו _ _ _   

 

3 ms  3 mp  
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3 fs                      _ _ _ ְ3                 ּ ת fp                ה  _ _ _  ְת 
2 ms                     _ _ _ ְ2                ּ ת mp                   ּו _ _ _  ְת 
2 fs                       2                 ּ י  _ _  ְת fp                  ה _ _ _  ְת 

1 cs                      _ _ _ ְ1                א cp                       _ _ _ 
5.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 Without looking at the course manual, write the following 

inflections, and translate them: 

1)  Nif„al Imperfect of לשמ (he ruled) 

2)  Pi„el imperfect of  שמל  (he ruled) 

3)  Pu„alimperfect of  שמל  (he ruled) 

4)  Hitpa„el Imperfect of לשמ (he ruled) 

5)  Hif„il imperfect of משל  (he ruled) 

6)  Hof„al imperfect of לשמ (he ruled) 

6.0 TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

Write the following inflections and translate them: 

1.  Nif„al imperfect of בקר  (he buried) 

2.  Pi„el imperfect of ב תּכ (he wrote) 

3.  Pu„alimperfect ofְ  סתר  (he hid) 

4.  Hitpa„el imperfect of ך למ (he reigned) 

5.  Hif„il imperfect of זרכ  (he remembered) 

6.  Hof„al imperfect ofְ שדק (he consecrated) 

7.0 VOCABULARY 
 

ט  בל

טבע   

 

He dipped 

He sank down 

כבתדֹובּכ   
 

Glory 

Lamb 

ט בח   

 בֹוט

 

He slaughtered 

(adj) good 

ּכבש  

ּכהן  

 

He subdued 

Priest 

מטא  

מטן  

 

He was unclean 

He hid, concealed 

כֹוּכ ב  

 סֹוּכ

 

Star 

(f) cup 

טעם   

זבא  

 

He tasted, perceived 

Wolf 

זּכב  

ז ןק  

 

He lied, was a liar 

(adj) old 
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 A stranger, foreigner  רז                                          this (f)  תאז

 He scattered, fanned, winnowed  הרז                   He sacrificed, slew  ח בז

 ,He arose, came forth  ח רז                                    Sacrifice  ח בז
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 insolent, presumptuous (adj)  דז

 Insolence, presumptuousness  ןֹודז
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 He sowed  ערז

 Seed, offspring  ערז
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1.0      INTRODUCTION 

Pronominal  suffixes were  originally  independent  personal  pronouns  

that  became attached to the noun or preposition they followed. When 

appearing on nouns, they are possessive; example: his book. When 

appearing on prepositions or the definite direct object marker, they are 

objective; example: to him. When attached to verbs, they normally 

serve as direct objects of the verb; when attached to particles, they may 

express a variety of relationships, depending on the function of the 

particles. This unit studies the functions of the pronominal suffixes with 

prepositions, and verbs. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Mark out the direct objects of verbs and prepositions. 

       Identify possessive nouns 

       Define other functions of pronominal suffixes. 
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3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

1)         Pronominal suffixes with Prepositions 

The normal pronominal suffixes for the inseparable prepositions ְ ּב 

and follows (  :(is irregular ּכְ

Singular                                                      Plural 
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 ְל 
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are as 
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Person   Hebrew Person           Hebrew 

3 ms              ֹו_        Him 

3 fs             ּה_        Her 

2 ms             ָך_        You 

2 fs              ְך_        You 

1 cs                 י_         Me 

3 mp              ם ה_        them 

3 fp                ן ה_        them 

2 mp              םכ_         you 

2 fp                ןכ_         you 

1 cp                 וּנ_          us 

 

Example: ְּב (in, by, with) 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew 

Plural 

Person            Hebrew 

3 ms              ֹּוב      with him 

3 fs              הּּב      with her 

2 ms             ךָּב      with you 

2 fs              ךְּב      with you 

1 cs               י ּב      with me 

3 mp            ם הּב      with them 

3 fp              ן הּב      with them 

2 mp            םכּב       with you 

2 fp              ןכּב       with you 

1 cp               וּנּב       with us 

 

2)         Pronominal suffixes with perfect verbs 
 

Pronominal suffixes attached to the verb may expressed in two ways: 

(1) it may be joined to את , the sign of the direct object, and placed 

either before or after the verb; (2) it may be joined directly to the end of 

the verb to which it serves as object. 

 The pronominal suffixes for perfects that end in vowels are 

the same for all stems of the verb; as in: 
 

 

 

 

 Singular   Plural 

Person   Hebrew    Person   Hebrew            
 

3 ms ה ְּו, ו _ 
 

Him 

 

3 mp  ְה םְ,ם _ 
 

them 
 

3 fs ְה_ 
 

Her 
 

3 fp ן_ 
 

them 
 

2 ms  ָך_ 
 

You 

 

2 mp םכ_ 
 

you 
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2 fs  ְך_ 
 

You 

 

2 fp ןכ_ 
 

you 
 

1 cs  ני _ 
 

Me 

 

1 cp נּו _ 
 

us 

 

Example: וּלשמ (they ruled) 
 

Singular 

Person     Hebrew 

Plural 

Person    Hebrew 

3 ms      ְּוהּולש ְ  ְמ  they ruled him 

3 fs           ְה ּולש ְ  ְמ  they ruled her 

2 ms          ךָּולש ְ  ְמ  they ruled you 

2 fs           ךְּול ש ְ  ְמ  they ruled you 

1 cs          ינ ּולש ְ  ְמ  they ruled me 

3 mp           ם ּולְשְמ  they ruled them 

3 fp              ן ּולְשְמ  they ruled them 

2 mp         ם כּולְשְמ  they ruled you 

2 fp           ן כּולְשְמ  they ruled you 

1 cp            ּונ ּול ְשְמ  they ruled us 

 

       The pronominal suffixes for perfects that end in consonants are 

also the same 

for all stems of the verb; as in: 
 

Singular 

Person          Hebrew 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew 

3 ms                    וֹ, ְּוה_     Him 

3 fs                            ּה_     Her 

2 ms                           ָך_     you 

2 fs                            ְך_     you 

1 cs                           י נ_      me 

3 mp                ְְ ם_     them 

3 fp                      ן_     them 

2 mp                 םכ_      you 

2 fp                   ןכ_      you 

1 cp                    וּנ_       us 
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Example:  ְ לש 
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(he ruled) 
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Singular 

Person          Hebrew 

Plural 

Person     Hebrew 

3 ms                     וֹלש ְ  ְמ  he ruled him 

3 fs                     הְּלש ְ  ְמ   he ruled her 

2 ms                    ךְָלש ְ  ְמ   he ruled you 

2 fs                     ךְְלש ְ  ְמ   he ruled you 

1 cs                    י נְלש ְ  ְמ   he ruled me 

3 mp          ְםְלְשְמ    he ruled them 

3 fp               ן ְלְשְמ    he ruled them 

2 mp          ם כל ְ  ְשְמ    he ruled you 

2 fp             ן כל ְ  ְשְמ    he ruled you 

1 cp             ּונ ְלְשְמ     he ruled us 

 

3)         Pronominal suffixes with imperfect verbs 
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 The pronominal suffixes for imperfects that end in vowels 

are the same as those of perfects ending in vowels for all stems of the 

verb; as in: 
 

Singular 

Person   Hebrew 

Plural 

Person        Hebrew 

3 ms        ו, ְוּה_        Him 

3 fs             ְה_        Her 

2 ms             ָך_        You 

2 fs             ְך_        You 

1 cs            י נ_        Me 

3 mp                      ם_     them 

3 fp                        ן_     them 

2 mp                   םכ_      you 

2 fp                      ןכ_      you 

1 cp                      ּונ_       us 
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Example: וּלש 
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(they will rule) 
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Singular 

Person      Hebrew 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew 

3 ms       ְּוהּול ש ְ  ְמְי  they will rule him 

3 fs           ְה ּול ש ְ  ְמְי  they will rule her 

2 ms          ךָּול ש ְ  ְמְי  they will rule you 

2 fs           ךְּול ש ְ  ְמְי  they will rule you 

1 cs          י נּול ש ְ  ְמְי  they will rule me 

3 mp          ם ּול ְשְמְי  they will rule them 

3 fp            ן ּול ְשְמְי  they will rule them 

2 mp       ם כּול ְשְמְי  they will rule you 

2 fp         ן כּול ְשְמְי  they will rule you 

1 cp          ּונּול ְשְמְי  they will rule us 

 

 The pronominal suffixes for imperfects that end in 

consonants are also the same for all stems of the verb; as in: 
 

Singular 

Person          Hebrew 

Plural 

Person   Hebrew 

3 ms                       ְ ּוה_     Him 

3 fs                  ְּה  ְ,ה_     Her 

2 ms                           ָך_     You 

2 fs                            ְך_     You 

1 cs                           י נ_      Me 

3 mp                ְְ ם_     them 

3 fp                      ן_     them 

2 mp                 םכ_      you 

2 fp                   ןכ_      you 

1 cp                    וּנ_       us 
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Example:  ל 
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(he will rule) 

Singular                                                           Plural 
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Person        Hebrew Person     Hebrew 

3 ms            ּוה ְלש ְ  ְמְי  he will rule him 

3 fs               ְה ְלש ְ  ְמְי   he will rule her 

2 ms              ךְָל ש ְ  ְמְי  he will rule you 

2 fs               ךְל ְ ש ְ  ְמְי  he will rule you 

1 cs              ינ ְלש ְ  ְמְי   he will rule me 

3 mp        ְְםְלְשְמְי  he will rule them 

3 fp              ן ְלְשְמְי  he will rule them 

2 mp         ם כל ְ  ְשְמְי   he will rule you 

2 fp           ן כל ְ  ְשְמְי   he will rule you 

1 cp            ּונ ְלְשְמְי   he will rule us 

 

4.0      CONCLUSION 

This unit  studied pronominal suffixes in  relation to  prepositions 

and  perfect and 

imperfect verbs. Even though it did not cover all the aspects to include 

nouns and particles, what is represented is able to prepare the student for 

a remarkable progress in Hebrew Grammar. The student is encouraged 

to seek for further studies in this subject. 

5.0      SUMMARY 

1) The pronominal suffixes for perfects that end in vowels are 

the same for all stems of the verb. 

2) The pronominal suffixes for perfects that end in consonants 

are also the same for all stems of the verb. 

3) The pronominal suffixes for imperfects that end in vowels 

are the same as those of perfects ending in vowels for all stems of the 

verb. 

4) The pronominal suffixes for imperfects that end in 

consonants are also the same for all stems of the verb. 

6.0      SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISES 

 Without looking at the manual, provide a full prominal suffixes 

and translation for the following prepositions: 

(a) ְּ ב (in, by, with) 
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(b) ְ ל 
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(to, for) 
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7.0      TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENTS 

Provide a full prominal suffixes and translation for the following verbs: 
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 .2                (to remember)  וּרכּזי  .1
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שמ  ְל ּתמ   
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(to rule) 
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 (to write)  וּב תּכת  .4                           (to keep)  ר משי  .3

 (to reign)  וּכלמ  .6                               (to give)  ן תנ  .5

8.0      VOCABULARY 
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ר אש

ראשית  

 

Head 

(f) beginning, chief 

ש טבש אל  
 

He asked 

Rod, staff, sceptre 

ר ב  

ר ב  

 

(adj) many, much, great 

Multitude, abundance 

שּתב  

וש א  

 

Sabbath 

Emptiness, vanity 

רגל  

אֹורה  

 

(f) Foot 

Seer, prophet 

פֹוש ט  

שטח   

 

Judge 

Dawn 

ּרהו  

 העֹור

 

(f) Spirit, wind 

Shepherd 

ש יר  

ש לֹום   

 

A song 

Peace 

ר ח ב  
 

Breadth, width  לש ח  
 

He sent 
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UNIT 20     IMPERATIVES 
 

CONTENT 

1.0      Introduction 

2.0      Objectives 

3.0      Main Content 

3.1      Qal Imperative 

3.2      Nif„al Imperative 

3.3      Pi„el Imperative 

3.4      Hitpa„el Imperative 

3.5      Hifil Imperative 

3.6      Imperatives: other uses 

4.0      Summary 

5.0      Self-Assessment Exercises/Tutor-Marked 

Assignments 

6.0      Vocabulary 

7.0      References/Further Readings 

1.0      INTRODUCTION 

The term “Imperative” as a grammatical construction is an act of giving 

a command, advice, instruction or communicating a request. In Hebrew, 

imperatives are used in the second person forms only whether masculine 

or feminine, singular or plural. Hebrew Imperatives could be used in 

Qal, Nifal, Piel, Hitpael and Hifil, but not in the Pual or Hofal stems, 

since the later are always passive in meaning. This unit discusses 

Hebrew Imperatives in the Qal, Nifal, Piel, Hitpael and Hifil verb stems. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

At the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

        Get acquainted with words of command or request in Hebrew. 

 Understand the different functions of Hebrew verb stems in 

connection with imperatives. 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1 QAL IMPERATIVE 

The Qal Imperative is generally used to express a  direct command, 

and  may be described as  a  shortened form of  the  Qal  Imperfect 

second person  masculine or feminine (singular or plural). 

Example: Qal Perfect  ּכתב               Qal Imperfect  תכ ּתב  
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Qal Imp 

Person 

erative Sing 

  Hebrew   

ּכ ְּבת י ּכ  ְתְב   

ular 

English 

Qal Imp 

Person 

erative Plural 

  Hebrew   

ּכנבתה ּכ  ְ ְת ּבּו   

 
English 

 

2 ms 

2 fs 

 

You write 

You write 

 

2 mp 

2 fp 

 

You write 

You write 

 

3.2 NIFAL IMPERATIVE 

The Nifal Imperative follow the imperfect form of 2ms, 2fs, 2mp, 

and 2fp. The 

person, gender, number indicator ( ּת) is replaced with ( ה). 

Example: Qal Perfect ב תּכ            Qal Imperfectְּב ת ּכת 

Nifal Imperative Singular                           Nifal Imperative Plural 

Person  Hebrew      English                     Person   Hebrew          

English 
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2 ms 
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ְת ב   
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You write                  2 mp 
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ְת ּבּו   
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You write 
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2 fs 
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ת ב י   
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You write                  2 fp 
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ב נ ה   
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You write 
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3.3 PIEL IMPERATIVE 

The Piel Imperative follow the imperfect form of 2ms, 2fs, 2mp, and 

2fp. The person, 

gender, number indicator ( ּת) is dropped entirely. 

Example: Qal Perfect ב תּכ            Qal Imperfectְּב ת ּכת 
 

Piel Imperative Singular 

Person   Hebrew       English 

Piel Imperative Plural 

Person    Hebrew           English 

2 ms       ּ ב ת ְ ְכ        You write 

2 fs         ּ י בתּ ְכ       You write 

2 mp       ּ וּּבת ְ ְכ          You write 

2 fp         ּ ה נבְת ְּכ       You write 

 

3.4 HITPAEL IMPERATIVE 

The Hitpael Nifal Imperative follow the imperfect form of 2ms, 2fs, 

2mp, and 2fp. 

The person, gender, number indicator (ת ּ ) is replaced with (תה). 

Example: Qal Perfect  ּכתב             Qal Imperfect ְּתכּת ב   

Hitpael Imperative Singular                       Hitpael Imperative Plural 

Person   Hebrew       English                     Person    Hebrew           

English 
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2 ms 
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ְת ב   
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ְ ה ת  
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You write                  2 mp 
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 ּוב 
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ה ְת   
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You write 
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2 fs 
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בת י   
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ְ ה ת  
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You write                  2 fp 
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נב ה   
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ה ְת   
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You write 
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3.5 HIFIL IMPERATIVE 

The Hifil Imperative follow the Imperfect form of 2ms, 2fs, 2mp, and 

2fp. The person, gender, number indicator (ּת ) is replaced with (ה). 

Example: Qal Perfect  ּכתב             Qal Imperfect ְּתכּת ב   

Hifil Imperative Singular                           Hifil Imperative Plural 

Person  Hebrew      English                     Person   Hebrew          

English 
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2 ms 

2 fs 
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ב י  ְת ב   
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You write                  2 mp 

You write                  2 fp 
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ְה  ב   נ ה  ְה  ּת ְי בּו  
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You write 

You write 
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3.6 IMPERATIVES: OTHER USES 

1)         Prohibitive 

Negative or prohibitive commands are not expressed with imperative 

verbs, rather, Hebrew language allows the use of  other ways to 

express a  sense of immediate, specific commands by placing ל א  

before a verb in the Imperfect Tense, or אל  is used with the jussive. 

Whereas לא  expresses an absolute and categorical prohibition (e.g. 

Ten Commandments), אל  expresses a milder form of the prohibition, 

more on the order of a negative wish or dissuasion. The particle אל  is 

sometimes used alongside the jussive to show greater emphasis. 

Examples: 

 You shall not steal  אל                           ב נגתְאל     .1

 Do not hide your face  לא            י נממ ְךָ י נּפְ ר תּסת־ ל א     .2

from me 

 Do not bury me in Egypt  אנ        ם יר צ מ ּבְ י נרּב קת ְאנ־ל א      .3

2)         Cohortative 

Cohortative is used by a speaker to express his own will or 

determination, intention or desire to do a certain action, reflectively, in 

the first person, thus the Cohortative is conjugated for the first person 

only, both singular and plural, both genders, using the same set of 

affixes. The form of the cohortative is similar to the 1
st 

person 

Imperfect 
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forms, except that cohortatives have a final „h‟ suffix (ה) what is called 

a “cohortative h”. 

Example: 

 !Oh guard my soul  י ש פנ ְהרמש

3)         Jussive 

In connection with the imperfect, the jussive is used to express the 

speaker‟s desire, wish, or command. It is frequently accompanied in 

translation by the modal auxiliaries “may” and “let”. The particle הנ is 

sometimes added after jussives and cohortatives, 

perhaps to make them more emphatic, especially in imperative usages. 
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 Judge, I pray between me and  י מרּכְ ן יבו ְּינ יב ְּאנ־ּוט פש

(between) my vineyard! 
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4.0      SUMMARY 

This unit has shown that: 

1.  The stem of the imperative is the same in every case as that of the 

imperfect. 

2.  The pure passives Pual and Hofal have no imperatives. 

3.  In the inflection of the imperatives, changes vowels undergo some 

changes. 

Students should identify these changes from the different tables above. 

4.  The stem of the imperative receives no preformatives, and its 

afformatives are those of the Imperfect. 
 

 

 
5.0      SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISES/TUTOR-MARKED 

ASSIGNMENT 

1) Write the full imperative inflections for the following verbs 

in the stems indicated: 

Examples: Qal imperative of ב תּכ 
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2 ms        ב 
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You write                2 mp 
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ְת ּבּו   
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You write 
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2 fs 
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בת י   
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You write                2 fp        ה נבתּכ       You write 
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1.       Qal Imperative of שמל  (he ruled) 

2.       Nifal imperatives of דמל (he learned) 

3.       Piel imperative of זרכ  (he remembered) 

4.       Hitpael imperative of  בּדק  (he cleaved) 

5.       Hifil imperative of  ללּב (he confounded) 

2)         Translate the following to English: 

ה ללְיּו ּהְה לל ּו־ אלְּב קשדֹו       .1  (Answer: Ps. 150:1) 

דורשּש־תְאול יעְהםֹור        .2  (Answer: Jer. 29:7) 

 (Answer: Ps. 105:4) ד ימ תְו י נ פ ְּושק ּב       .3
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 אנ ְינ קזחוְ אנְ י נ רכז         .4
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(Answer:ְJude 16:28) 
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נדּמלהְב ניתֹו כ ם        .5  (Answer: Jer. 9:19) 

3)         Translate the following to Hebrew: 

1.       Keep all the commandments of the LORD (Answer: 1 Chr 

28:8) 

2.       And write upon it (Answer: Jere. 36:28) 

3.       Seek peace and pursue it (Answer: Ps. 34:15) 

4.       Walk through the land and write about it (Answer: Josh 

18:8) 

5. Remember, O LORD, what has happened to us (Answer: 

Lam 5:1) 
6.0      VOCABULARY 

 To cut  ב תּכ                   The LORD  ה ו הי 

 Commandment  תו ֹצמ                          Peace  ם ֹולש

 To walk  ך לה                      To praise  ל לה 

 First, former  שאר                        To seek  שקּב

 City  ר יע                      To pursue  ףדר
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 Holy, Sanctuary  ש ֹודק
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 Face  י נּפ 
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 To help  רזע                              Keep  רמש

 To become many  הבר               To strengthen  ק זח 
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UNIT 21       VAV CONSECUTIVE 
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1.0      INTRODUCTION 

The letter ו (and) does not only play the role of conjunction as we had 

studied earlier, but can perform other roles which grammarians refer to 

as vav consecutive (formerly conversive). In  this  light,  the  vav  

conversive or  executive  seems  to  convert  the imperfect into the 

meaning of the perfect, and the perfect to the meaning of imperfect. 

This unit discusses the different reversing roles played by the letter vav 

in a verbal construction of either perfect or imperfect. 

2.0      OBJECTIVES 

By the end of this unit, you should be able to: 

       Identify other roles of vav in transforming perfect to imperfect and 

vice versa. 

       Differentiate between the vav conjunction and vav consecutive. 
 

3.0      MAIN CONTENT 

3.1      VAV CONSECUTIVE WITH IMPERFECT VERBS 

1)  When the vav ו is prefixed to the imperfect form of the verb, it is 

pointed exactly like  the  definite  article,  which  is  -  vav,  plus  patah,  

plus  dagesh  forte  in  the following consonant (  :As in (ו ְ

 and he wrote      ב תּכ י ּו
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ו כאְב     
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and I wrote 
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Note: while י received the dagesh forte (   could not because it is א the (יּ

a   guttural,  rather  the  preceding  vowel  was  lengthened  in 
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compensation, hence ( 
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ְ). 
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2)  The Qal imperfect 3
rd 

person masculine singular form of רמא, “he 

said”, without vav consecutive; is written יאמר  (he will say). 

However, with vav consecutive, it is  changed  to  יואמ ל  translated,  

“and  (then)  he  said.”  This  form  occurs  so frequently in the Hebrew 

Bible that it should be committed to memory. 

3)  The dagesh forte may be omitted from a consonant which has only a 

sheva under it, as in: 

וי הי    and it was 

3.2      VAV CONSECUTIVE WITH PERFECT VERBS 

1)  Vav consecutive retains the pointing of vav conjunction when it is 

joined to the perfect strong verbְ (in fact, it shares its various 

vocalization - ְ וְ  ,ּו ,ו ,) as in: 

ּכתב    he wrote 

Consecutive form    בתכו and he will write 
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Consecutive form ם 
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 and you will write בת כּו ְ
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2)  It has, however, the effect, in certain verbal forms, of shifting the 

tone from the 

penult to last syllable, as in: 

ה כלּת י   I went, Consecutive form  הול ּכתי  and I will go 

4.0 SUMMARY 

In this unit we have seen that perfect and imperfect verbs can take a vav 

consecutive which has two functions, namely: to convey the idea of 

conjunction just as the simple vav conjunction does; and to invert the 

meaning of the verbs tense. In this light, a perfect verb with a vav 

consecutive has the meaning of an imperfect, and vice versa. To say it 

in another way, vav consecutive changes the function of imperfect verb 

from incomplete to complete, and that of perfect verb from complete to 

incomplete tenses. 

5.0 SELF ASSESSMENT EXERCISES/TUTOR-MARKED 

ASSIGNMENT 

1)  Identify the verbs that have vav consecutive and translate them from 

Genesis 1:1-5. 
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ְ ּבארשית, ּבראְ אֹ לה י ם, אתהְ מ י ם, אות  
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1 In the beginning God created the heaven 
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. אהץר   

ְ ו הא ץר, הי תְההתּ ְוובהּ ו, ו חְש ך, ע ל-ּפני   

ְ ֹוהתם; ו רּוחְ אֹלה י ם, מ רח תפְעל-ּפני   

. ה ּ מ ים  
 

. ו ּיא מ ר ְ אֹלה ים, יה י ְ א ֹרו; ו י יה-א ֹרו  
 

ְ ו ּירא ְא הלֹ י ם אְ ת -הרֹוא , ּכי -ט ֹוב ; וּ יּבדל   

. א ֹ הלי ,ם ּבי ןְּורֹואהְ יב ן ְ החְשך  
 

ְ ו ּ יקר א ְא ֹ להי םְ לאֹו רְ יֹו ם , ו לחש ְְךק רא  

. ל י לה; וי יה -רע ְבוי ה י-ב,רק יֹ ום ְא חד  
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and the earth. 
 

2 Now the earth was unformed and void, and darkness was upon the face 

of the deep; and the spirit of God hovered over the face of the waters. 

3 And God said: 'Let there be light.' And there was light. 
 

4 And God saw the light that it was good; and God divided the light 

from the darkness. 

5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And 

there was evening and there was morning, one day. 
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6.0 VOCABULARY 

 He said  רמא                        He called  ארק

 It was, to be  יה י                         He divided  לדּב

 One  דחא                         Darkness  ך ְשח

 Morning  רקּב                               Night  ה ליל 

 Light  רֹוא                             He saw  אר
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